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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
fue recognition of forces and relaticn ships within a 
family unit has been basic to the quest for understanding 
human behavior. As such, parent-child relationships have 
emerged as paramount factors influencing the developing per-
sonality of the child. A disturbed primary relationship, is 
consequently, considereji the genesis of most emotional dis-
i 
' turbances. It is not unusual, then, that the Child Guidance I 
Clinics have incorporated this knowledge as the found at ion foJ 
I 
their treatment policies, i.e., to treat the child, one must j 
treat and understand both the child and the parent~ •. 
In addition to the pi'imsry I'elationships, the child 
emerges to form sibling, peer and community attachments and 
any oi' all of these a!'eas ai'e used as avenues of expression 
for the emotionally disturbed child. The school situation 
perhaps because of its uniqueness has become one of the most 
: 
frequent outlets fo!' the child with problems. The Child 1! 
Guida nee Clinic case loads give numerous examples of disturbed II 
parent-child relationships which have manifested themselves I 
in various school diff icul ties. Behaviorally, some children 1 
I 
intei'nalize theii' struggle and become withd!'awn passive chil- ~~~ 
dren. Others act out their difficulty in an aggressive or l/1 
dest!'ucti ve manner. More specifics lly, the problem appears· I 
-1-
'I 
II 
II 
I in poor general academic achievement, or complete failure or 
refusal to attend school whfuh takes the form or truancy or 
school phobia. The latter differs from truancy in that the 
child has displaced his rears onto the school and his par-
ents are aware or his inability to attend. The parents or 
truants however, are not usually aware or the non-a ttenda nee, 
In recent years there has been a definite trend toward 
investigating school difficulties so as to arrive at a satis-
factory understanding or the dynamic factors involved, 
Hence, establishing a guide toward treatment will result. 
Perhaps this interest has evolved from society's increased 
acceptance and stress on the value or education and/or per-
haps we have simply become better qualifi~d at recognizing 
these difficulties as emotional disturbances and are follow-
ing the overall trend working toward better mental health. 
The author's own interest 'in school phobia was derived 
from two sources: a case she had been treating and the pre-
sentation of such cases by other workers. From both of these 
experiences, it became obvious the t something was lacking, 
When surveying the lit era ture on' the problem, this be came 
further accentuated. Little is known or has been studied 
about the fathers of these children. 
rn·most studies of childhood disabilities, detailed and 
particular attention is given to the personality traits or 
the mother. These traits are, of course, presumed relevant 
to tpe disorder in her child and the school phobia problem 
I 
i· 
2 
., 
II I 
ie an excellent example of this emphasis. With this seeming-
! ly rigid insistence on the pathogenicity of the mother how eve~ 
the father has become a forgotten member of the family unit. 
This study is focused on fathers of children suffering 
with school phobia and is hopefully an attempt to contribute 
to a broader view of the family dynamics as related 'to the 
personality development of the school phobic child. Under-
lying this approach is the premise ~hat the father is no lees 
a member of the faro ily unit than hi a wife and that any inade-
quacy in the execution of his role is likely to have influence 
I 
' 
upon the child as well as affect the adequacy of mother's per-f1 
formance; hence he can directly and indirectly contribute to II 
the child's problem. ~he author is interested then, in gain- i 
1ng an understanding of as many facets of his role as possi-
I 
ble; emphaeizing his relationship with the child and his wife .I 
Initially, the author had the impression that fathers 
of school phobic children would have a distant and somewhat 
cool relationship with their children. The notioo evolved 
in learning that the problem stemmed from the child's diffi-
culty to separate from the mother. It was assumed, and not 
too correctly, that this perhaps over-attachment to mother 
would be the result of a poorly balanced interaction between 
the child and his parents. In other words, the over-attach-
ment to mother could come about because the child was denied 
the interest and concern of the father; hence all of his pri-
mary attachment was to the mother. This was not completely 
' I 
'I 
II I, 
I 
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I 
borne out. If this were the case, then one might expect that IJ 
the child would become school phobic when he :;entered school. J 
In investigating f'or this study however, the •a uthor learned 
that school phobia is not limited to any age group and this 
•• 
too posed an interesting question: does age S·lter the charac-
teristics of school phobia? 
The writer also held many misconceptions· as to what 
I 
school phobia was. It was the writer's impression originally I I 
tMt it was a particularkind of neurotic disi7}1rbance having j 
its own cnnstellation of factors in parent-child relation- ·1 
ships. The literature, although not entirelY.· ,in agreement, 
does not generally consider it a neurotic dis:turbance p•r se 
but essentially a symptom. 'l'he theoretical considerations 
to follow will elaborate and discuss· this poiht further. 
In addition to these previously stated suggested areas 
I 
for investigation, the writer was interested in overall 
trends l'eg~rdtng fa there 1 ba ckgrou!ids'' and other parental 'or 
marital circumstances wl'lich could lielp characterize the 
father. 
2. THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study, therefore, is to examine 
characteristics and trends related to father of school pho-
bic children as seen primarily through treatment of the 
mother and child in a child guidance clinic. In relation 
to this purpose the writer wishes to raise the following 
~~ ,. 
'I 
,, 
il 
fl ·· I 
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questions: 
" 
1. Is there a trend in the father-child relationship of 
school phobic children? 
I 
'I I• 
I 
2. Does the father-child relationship differ in the adoles-
cent and latency age groups? 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Were there any particular stresses on th~ child and/or 
family at the onset of the phobia? I 
Do these children have other concomitant ~~roblems (physi-j 
cal disorders or malbehavior? j 
Do these fathers represent a particular personality type?' 
Are there common elements in the background of "these fa-,1 
thers regarding their parental relationsh'ips, their lev-
el of education, their social position? 
What is the quality of the marital relatibnship and are 
there any factors regarding the husband-w'~fe relation-
ship which are common to this group of fa~hers? 
3. THE AGENCY SETTING 
I 
The Child Psychiatry Unit is a division wtthit1 the Massa-
chusetts Mental Health Center, a state institution for diag-~·~ 
nosis and treatment of mental disorder with ad emphasis on 1 I· teaching and research. 
It began as the &ston Psychopathic Hospi~al, a name 
malapropos its function and present day knowledge. 
additions have been made to the hospital sincq, its inception 
so that its present services cross-cut a vari~~y of col1JIBunity 
-·-
,. 
needs in the mental health area. 
Although children have always been seen ;lat the hospital 
on an out-patient basis, child guidance work-per se was not 
begun until 1945 after the appointment of a child psychia-
I• 
trist whose work was exclusively with childreb.l Five years 
later the unit had its own staff of full time. psychiatrists2 
and in two additional years it had three full :l;ime social 
workers assigned.3 
Since that time personnel has increased ~o the present 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I therapeutic staff includes three staff psychiatrists and a 1 
unit head. There al:l!l six resident psychiatri:;~ts. 'Ihe social I 
service staff consists of a head social worken and three full! 
time psychiatric caseworkers. The unit also trains four se-
cond ysar caseworkers and student clinical psychologists. 
With the increaee in :personnel tl;lere has 'also been 
• 
growth in terms of ·its function. In 1955 an in-patient ward 
was opened having the capacity to care for from eight to ten 
cbildre n. This in-patient service was establiJ,lhed el!tsen-
tially for extended diagnostic purposes and no;t long term 
cases. 
I 
The entire unit is limited to work with children who 
r of the 1. Annual Report of the Child Psychiatry 'Unit 
Southard Clinic, 1949 · 
,; 
2. Annual Report of the Child Psychiatry Unit of the 
Southard Clinic, July '51-June '52. 
J, Annual Report of the Child Psychiatry Unit of the 
Southard Clinic, July '52-June I 53 • 
I• 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
II 
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are not diagnosed as .feebleminded and whose problems do not 
solely stem from organic or neurological causes. 
Referrals come to the clinic from general practitioners, 
psychiatrists, schools, other agencies and ~~ents. After 
the parents initial contact with "the clinic, a telephone in-
take interview is conducted by telephone. Tqe information 
is then presented at an in take conference oo m'posed of psychia 
1 
trists, and social workers. A recommendation: is made during 
thls conference and the parents are notified by let:ter, 
If it is decided that the child can be he~ped by the 
clinic, his name is plEJced on a waiting list for diagnostic 
study. (For outline of diagnostic study see: Method of data 
collection.) Once the study has been complet~d the psychia-
trist and social worker cooducting the study J;lave a family 
conference with father and mother, Any recommendations 
I based on the diagnostic findings are then presented to the 
parents. 
If treatment is indicated they are again p1aced on the 
waiting list until an available treatment hour can be sched-
uled. The wait may be from a few months to over a year. 
4. METHOD 
Case Selection 
--
In order to obtain cases for this study, tpe writer re-
viewed the names of all children seen at the C',linic since 
its initiation in 1945 and selected out those ~itb a pre-
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
I. 
7 
" 
•' 
senti ng problem of "school phobia". In some 'instances, the 
staff questioned whether a case could be con'sidered samples 
of the "classic school phobia" (the complete inability of 
the child to separate from his mother for any length of 
time). For purposes of this study, the term.· is broadly de-
fined to include all situations where the child was ha vin g 
difficulty in getting to school or refusing outright to go. 
In each case, the parents were cognizant of t'he fact that 
the child was unable to attend. 
Through this initial selection method, 32' cases were ob-
tained. It 'Was further required that cases i,n the study 
had completed the diagnostic study and were either in treat-
ment or had completed it. On the basis of th'ese criteria 
19 cases were eliminated; 13 were retained. 
Of the 19 rejected cases 12 had participated only in 
. the diagnostic study and were either awaiting1'treatment or ~· 
had withdrawn their application for help. Five cases had 
simply made intake contacts, one had just beg~n treatment 
and in another the father had died and little information 
was available regarding him. 
The remaining 13 cases wel'e retained as tl:).e sample for 
this investigation since they met the following criteria: 
1. The child's presenting problem was on~ of school 
phobia or reluctance to attend school. 
2. The case had completed the diagnostic ·~recess and 
was in treatment • 
.. 
8 
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:I 
11ethod of data collection 
" 
The examinatim Cll>f the case material was executed I 
through the p:r>epared sche..dule (see append~x). In terms of j 
the objectives of the study, all availabl~ material was in- II 
vestigatea. The possible sources for mat~rial within the 
case record were: 
1. The diagnostic study consistlng ol' three to fi~e 
social work interviews with the mQther, one social 
•• 
work interview with the father an~ two to four 
; 
II 
I 
I 
2. 
psychi.atrist interviews with the child. 11 
Treatment of the child by a psych~atrist and treat- I 
., 
ment of the mother by a caseworket. 
The wri~er also had interviews with t~e caseworkers 
whenever possible so as to elicit a more ~omplete picture 
as well as to substantiate the record fil1dings. As a 
structure for these interviews, the author used sections 
III and IV of the previously referred to ~chedule. 
Since the material was not exclusivelfr derived from the 
mother's treatment contact but to some extent from the child 
and rare cases f:r>oth the father, it was nepessary for pur-
poses of clarity in analysis to specify the source of the 
II 
,, 
,I 
,I 
II 
I 
II 
materia 1. This was only necessary in que13tions of attitudes I 
I 
or relationships. In three cases the fat~er was being seen I/ 
in treatment by a social worker concomitantly with the 
hence this was used as applicable. 
.. 
,, 
ll 
wife, I 
I 
I II 
I 
II 
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5. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS : 
TI:J.e syndrome of school phobia has not:'only gone through 
'· an interesting evolution in theory but in nomenclature as 
well. It has been termed truancy, school ~hobia and more 
r~cently many writers have begun to refer to it as separa-
tion anxiety. This transition in terminolpgy is indicative 
of the confusion and concern that this syndrome has evoked. 
As Sametl suggests, it has been confusing because writers 
questioned whether or not the refusal to attend school out 
fear was only one symptom of a severe neur9tic disturbance 
or whether it was a particular neurotic illness with its own 
constellation of ch!racteristics. The concern is evident 
by the number of authors who justify their paper or research 
by citing the increase of such cases in the child guidance 
• clinics. 
' 
' 
' I 
I i 
I 
' 
' I ' 
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' 
II 
I 
One of the first to describe this syndrome in the litera 
ture was Dr. Broadwin2 in 1932. He noted that it was a form 
of truancy which occurs in a child who is suffering from a 
', deep seated neurosis of the obsessional type. Others have 
regarded it as a symptom of differ~nt 'emotional disorders 
and these also will be mentioned later. Broadwin, further 
characterizes the child with this difficulty as one whose 
1. I. Samet, Adolescent School Phobia As Seen During 
The Diagnostic Process, Unpubibished !1aster 1 s ~esis, Boston 
university School of Social Work, 1956. 
2. Ira Broadwin, "A Contribution to the Study of Tru-
ancy" American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 'Vol.2 (October 
1932). 
I 
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,I 
••• absence (from scqool) is consistenF· At all 
times the parents know where the child is .•• with 
the mother or near the home·. The rea!ion for the 
truancy is incomprehensible to the patents and the 
school. The child may say that he is 1afraid to go 
to school, afraid of 'the teacher or sS:J he does not 
I I• know why he is afraid to go to school,, 
He was also aware that no amount ·of threatiil could deter the 
child from his ways. 
Klein, also writing of the difficulty in terms of tru-
' 
ancy states that 11 ••• it can b~ broken do }'In ••into three compon-
ent motives-·; anxiety, aggression and secondary gains • 11 4 In 
the ltacute ..anxiety" he cites anxiety as the chief motivation 
and tl;lat which requires the greatest attentJon. He f l.l[' ther 
feels that " ••• the anxi~ty about school carl be convenientl;)' 
separated into fear of the teacher, a fear J'of the pupils and 
a fear of the schoo;l. work ·with expectation~! of failure.".5 
The precipitants for these fears Klein exp~ains are more ba-
I 
,, 
I 
i 
I 
II 
I· 
sic fears such as fear of injury to the mouher in the child's II 
absence, jealousy of the parents' sexual ac~ivity and sib-
' ling rivalry which create the chili 1 s inab:iHity to separate 11 
I 
from his mother. The three factors of dyn~bic significance 
operating in school phobia Klein feels are ~hose of masturba-
tion guilt, castration anxiety and represse~ aggression to- I 
ward the parents. !i Iii •'1 --Jt~-----~- I 
1: :: :::~:lp;l::~, "Roluotaooa to Go to Sehoul", '''oho- I analytic Study of the Child, 194.5 vol. 1, p1: 263. ~ ·: I .5. Ibia., p. 264. 
I ' ' 
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The child with school ·phobia, however, should be dis-
tinguished from the chronic truant. The phobic child, as 
Goldberg6 suggests, is fleeing from and projecting his own 
aggressions. Often he clings to his 
virqnment and they always know he ··is 
parents or the home en-
• 
disturbed. The truant, 
I 
II 
II 
however, evades both his parents and the s~hool authorities • 
The school phobic's parent is concerned abqut his problem and 
1 
becomes very involved in seeking a solution to it. '1he solu-
I 
tion may take the form of threats, punishm~nt or counselling 
but neither the ·child nor parent is oblivious of the diffi-
culty. The truant's parents, on the other hand, are often 
unconcerned or unable to fulfill, their role. in this way. 
Mohr7 feels that characteristically, £ruants come from 
homes of deeper social and emGtiona 1 pathology than the pho-
bias which is probably the reason for their ineffectiveness 
in dealing with the problem. Truants also .,preBent a picture 
of greeter emotional deprivation and displqy much more primi-
tive aggressions than phobic children. Wi~h their hostility 
being more obvious, the truants also tend to receive less 
sympathetic considerations from others. .Johnson8 reports 
that with school phobics the mother in her Yacillating me-
6. Thelma Goldberg, "Factors in the Development of 
School Phobia", Smith College Studies, Vol. 23 (.June 1955). 
7 •. Irma Mohr, "Fears in Relatioo to School Attendance: 
A Study of Truancy", Bulletin !•!•§.·:!!· (SeP,:tember 1948) 
8. Adelaide .Johnson et al, "School PJ::(pbia 11 , American 
Journal ££ Ortho~sychiatry, vel. 11 (Octob~p 1941) 
II 
I' 
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menta is more affectionate and therefore g~ilt is greater in 
•• 
the child, whereas in truancy, the child senses far less gen-
I'' 
1 uirie love from the parents. 
I I I
I i: 
I ; 
I ( 
' l 
• 
r 
In summary, it is felt that truancy ar,ises predominantly 
., 
out of social prpblems and school phobia out of emotional 
ones. It is acknowledged, however, that there are cases 
which fall between these two constellations, but generally 
the disturbances al'e quite distinct from otie another. 
In outlining the underlying fears of school phobics 
' 
Klein,9 as previously stated, associated tq~ child's school 
fears with the transfer of his negative feelings regarding 
his parents to the school situation. Tbro9:gh the avoidance 
of school, he could be assured that some o:r his hostile feel-
ings towards his parents would not be carri:ed out as well as 
obtaining the secondary gain of remaining with his mother. 
It is this hostile dependent relationship with the mother, 
then, that produces the child's inability "tiP separate from 
her and attend· school • 
The importance of the mother::.chtid rel!ationship as be-
ing the gene's is: of this dis turba:nce, howevq:r-, was first noted 
by Adelaide Johnson and her co-w6rk!izls .10 This particular 
paper was also 'the first in the literature which terms the 
disturbance "School Phobia". Johnson rea l~zed that this syn-
9. E. Klein, QE. cit. 
10. A. Johnson et al., £2· cit. 
1 , ·I =~'·~==================~=======lF====-
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drome was not unlike other childhood phobids as first elucida$======== 
ted by Freud in his stud~ of little Hans. Freud presented 
the hypothesis that the child's phobia was not derived from 
I 
I 
I I 
the fearfullness of the object itself but f.rom 
tening impulses that had been externalized·:and 
his O'Wn frigh- i 
displaced on I 
I 
to the phobic object. 
I i I 
Johnscnll suggests that tne anxiety in' school phobia, 
similar to Freud's description of phobia, ~as being shifted I I 
I from the basic source on to an external object, in this case 
I I the school. The reason for this anxiety was found to origi-nate in the child's fear of being separate4 from his mother• 
The child's overt behavior clearly indicates this fear, since 
in most cases, the mother virtually becomes a prisoner of the 
' 
.I 
I· 
' 
child. He refuses to permit her absences and will only to to 
school if she accompanies him. Many times the child even re-
quires that the mother remain in the classroom with him. 
1 Johnson described this mother-child re'lationship as be-
'" 
'1 ing a mutually hostile-dependent one for both mother and 
!t• 
child. She noted that the typical mother 'W~s closely iden-
tified with her child and used the child as a source of vi-
carious satisfaction, often meeting her dependency longings. 
Her identification,- however, is also viewed as a source of 
~ - narcissistic gratification especially if the child is a girl. 
•' 
11. A. Johnson et al., £.!?.. cit. 
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'1'he mother identifies with her intelligency., physical attrac-~ 
1 tiveness or achievement. Waldf'ogel et a1.12 have ob11erved 11 
instances where the mother has also been e:*;pressiq;>; her sex:- I• 
,I 
ual needs in disguised f'orm in relation to .:the child. As an j 
example they cite a case 1.-~here "The male child is used by \ 
15· 
the mother for erotic gratification by of'ten becoming in- jl 
II ' 
volved fn bodily contact under the guise of maternal af'f'ec- 11 
t ion and innocent playfulness. "13 They see!: the mother's iden11j 
tif'ication with her child as rooted in a st!t'ong af'f'ectional . 
attachment ami not simply an attempt to derffi her hostility • 
This idea dif'f'ers with Johnson in that she 'viewed the af'f'ec-
tional attachment as a vacillating one. 
Waldf'ogell4 f'urther describes the moth~r as being in 
subservience to the child. She seldom wil~ resort to physi-
' cal punishment and 1.-~hen she does it is only; out of' exaspera-
tion and helplessness. In spite of' this subordination to the 
1 
child, the mother, they f'ee 1, :!.s not. necess}:trily overpermis- J 
sive. "She tries to be restrictive and con~rolling but her 
great anxiety about cresting fear or rage in the child causes 
her to vacillate between strictness and Ientency.••l5 Over-
" 12. Samuel Waldfogel et al., "The Deve loprnent, Meaning 
and Management of' School Phobia" Americ!l:n JSurnal of' Ortho-
psychiatry, vol. 27 (October 1957J --
13. Ibid., pp. 756-57 
14. Ibid. 
15. Ibid. 
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handles=====~=====-.. .. protectiveness is another way in which the 'mother 
! 
her anxiety • 
' The mother's preoccupation with her child's welfare and 
II 
II 
her inability to set limits effectively al~?.o play into the 
child's narcissism and feelings of omnipotence. "'lbe nature 
of their relationship is such that the chi1d becomes increas- I 
ingly dependent upon her fer gratification~: and she coose-
quently becomes an active partner in his neurosis ."16 
The child growing up in ·this type of f!ID ily environment 
is stifled as he rarely has the opportunity to master a diffi-
cult situation on his own. His parents ar~,always there and 
• 
ready to protect him from pain or to accept any challenge 
which they feel is too hard for the child. In this type of 
situation the autonomy of the ego developme~t is curbed by 
the overbearing parents. The child acquir~s no inner sense 
of being able to cope with his feelings of anxiety and fear 
aroused by not being able to test the conse~uencee of dis-
.. . 
tressing emotions and his feelings soon ass~me immense pro-
portions. His inadequate ego then requires the presence and 
support of his parents. Hence, this takes !!- eye lica 1 form. 
The parents inability to set limits and curb their 
child's demands also feeds the child's neurosis as it adds to 
his fantasies of omnipotence and supports his tendency to-
wards magical thinking. 
In summary as Waldfogel explains it; 
16. Ibid. 
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Dynamically, there are at least thtee mechanisms 
involved in the development of the ph~bic process. 
One is the displacement· of the anxiety from its ori-
ginal source to a substitute object. 'Second, there; 
is a projectiqn of intolerable impulse..s ••• finally," 
there is the mechanism of externaliza~ion of pun-
' ishment, the process by which guilt is transformed 
into the fear of being injured or ann:li~ilated by 
some dangerous object in the environment.l7 
Coolidge et al. add to the above dynamic understanding 
I 
II 
I 
I, 
r :: :::l:~::w::: ::::r features of the schabl phobia problem 
1
, 
1. The mother is over-identified with the dependency 
needs of the child. 
2. Coupled with her excessive concert:l!, for the child's 
needs is a deep sense of inadequac.y about her ee-
pacity to gratify them. 
3. This leads to the mother's resentm~nt at having 
been placed in ah intolerable situ~tion by the 
child and ·increases her own regressive longi~ s. 
4. Since both her hostility and her desire to es-
cape from the maternal role are unacceptable 
wishes, they are repressed and compensatory 
attempts at mothering are activateci. 
5. These are highly colored by her anxiety and 
tale such forms as (a) maintaining, closeness, 
(b) discouraging autonomy, (c) buffering the 
child from stress and frustration by trying to 
adopt an 'emotionally antiseptic' attitude. 
6. In order to assure the comfort and1 safety of 
the child, it is necessary to keep him under 
close surveillance. Thus separatiqn anxiety 
in the mother antedates it in ·the child. 
7. Because her own strong resentment V,oward being 
tied to the child is essentially r~pressed, it 
tends to emerge as concern for the beloved ob-
ject and reinforces her desire to lj:eep the 
child close to her. 
17. Ibid. 
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8. As the child 1 s sexual identity em~rges, the in-
cestuous implications of this clo~e relationship 
become more threatening 'and add to' the anxiety 
in mother and ch1ld.l8 
I 
Although information regarding the fathers of these 
children is scanty in the literature, Wald~1ogell9 end Cool-
idge20 have been able to generalize from their limited find-
ings. Both articles present the father as ,having the saml!l 
anxious cone ern for the child that the mother dol!ls. Instead 
of being able to support each other in rea1istic ways then, 
the parents tend toreinforce each other's an:~tieties and to 
•• compete with each other in trying to be the good parent. 
"The chronic competitiveness (of these fathers) together with 
the lack of a clear-cut role definition that accompanies it 
are additional complicating elements in the.,child's strug-
gle :fbr sexual identity and his working through his oedipal 
confli.cts just as he is reaching school age ."21 
Other fathers studied in the Coolidge group were not 
able to suppress their own dependency longings and tended to 
become like the rivalrous sibling-in their relationship to 
the child. 
It was this writer's impression that tHe fathers of 
18. John Coolidge et al., Progress Report on Studies 
in Child Development, 1958 
19. Waldfogel, ££· cit. 
20. Coolidge, ££· cit. 
21. Ibid. 
r 
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these chLldren would be much more detached' from the child and 
not that he would be overanxious and overprotective as Wald-
fogel22 suggesta. It was felt that perhaps the mother was 
meeting bel"' dependency needs through tbe cqild becaW!e she 
was not having them satisfied by her husbafid in the marriage 
relationship. In light of these presumptions, the writer 
has attempted to analyze the quality of' the ·•marriage relation-
ship in this study as perhaps one trend or characteristic 
of the fathers • 
The author is also interested in the features of adol-
escent school phobia. Since school phobia 'has been viewed 
as the fear of separati~n from the mother, and school is pri-
marily the first situatictl to bring about t'his separation, 
one would expect this disturbance to manif~st itseif in the 
, latency years. Several studies however, have presented a I 
What Ill 
~ 
I 
B 
u 
larger distribution of adolescents with sch,ool phobia. 
accounts for this hi@'l frequency? Are the features of this 
disturbance different for the various age g;roups? Most 
• 
writers seem to imply thst there are some dif.ferences. 
Waldfogel states that (in the younger children) 
I 
••• tbe dis placement of anxiety appeared az the 
main mechanism o.f symptom formation, and in which 
either obsessive or hysterical persona~ity traits 
"Were often present ••• among the older children, ho'ft-
ever, we were apt to find depressive OJi' paranoid 
features·,. with projectim playing a more prominelillt 
part in their symptom as evidenced by mistrust, 
hypersensitivity and ideas of reference'.23 
22. Waldfogel, 
.£E• cit. 
23. Ibid., p. 755. 
•I 
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Coolidge24 found that with in the ado le'scent groups 
I, 
there were evidences of character damage irt the child and 
more profoundly disturbed parents. 
Suttenfield25 and Klein26 seemed to pr~sent adolescent 
school phobia as a specific kind of neurotic disturbance. 
Klein described the features as being "schizophrenic like". 
He states that "The withdrawal of the adole13cent can become 
so pronounced that the diagnosis of schizophrenia is often 
erroneously made."27 He further elaborates that 11 'lhe syn-
drome differs from adolescent schizophrenia .in that it is 
more responsive to psychotherapy; sometimes the acute pic-: 
ture will vanish in a relatively 1fpor,t time' and one is left 
• • 
I 
with the ordinary neurotic difficulties of ~he adolescont."28
1 Since adolescence is a period characte;oized by emotion- I 
al turmoil, it is this writer 1 s impression bhat this tur-
moil accents the school phobia tendencies w9ich have be•n 
lying dormant. As several authors have suggested the initial 
~ separation for school need not be the precipitant; it could 
J be a crisis or traumatic happening in school ·which triggers 
off the dormant fear. This writer is suggesting further 
~. that perhaps the adolescent years of turmoil: could also 
24. Coolidge, ££· cit, 
25. Virginia Sutt enfield, "School Phobia" American 
Journal of Orthops~chiatrx (April, 1954). 
26. Klein, ££· cit. 
! I 27. Klein, ££· cit., p. 275 28. Klein, Q.e_. cit., p. 275 
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serve as the ignition. 
Josselyn states very vividly what the a·dolescent has to 
cope With during these years. She states: 
The most obvious manifestations of t~e psycholo-
gical change fall into two general cate·gories. Firat, 
there is a reawakening of sexual intere~t, now con-
scious, verbalized, and acted out in accordance with 
the mores of the peer group. Second, tliere is in-
creasttd presaure from within to be freeli of infantile 
dependency and to achieve adult status. The latter is 
expressed by a denial of the standards and the valid-
ity of the demands imposed by parents f}gures, and by 
an acceptance of a philosophy determinea by the peer 
group ••• The acceptance of sexuality and adulthood, 
however, both by the peer group and by the individual, 
is tenuous. The composite picture of the behavior of 
this age· is contradictory and confused.~9 
Although school phobia has provoked an increasing amount 
of research over the recent years, many faceJis of the dis-
II 
I 
II 
I 
! ! 
turbance remain confusing and tentative. 
fathers is one fa ~et that remains scanty 
The material on I 
and~tentative, adol- I 
. r 
' ' I eacents is another. This writer is interested in both sep-
arately and in relation to one another and intends to look 
at possible trends and charact-eristics in terms of these 
I : 
' i 
' 
' I I~ areas. 
6 •. JUSTIFICATICN 
In previous sec~ions the author has partially auggested 
• I ,. 
t why she is interested in studying the problem' of school pho-
'. 
'I .Cobia or reluctance to attend school and how such a study d ~~ might be of value. 1 der more directly what the study may coo tribute in general 
I 
In addition, it is necessary to·consi- 1' 
' 29. Irene Josselyn, Psychosoc!~ Development of Chil-
dren, Family Service Association of ~m~rica,New York,l~p.9_. 
. . 
L: 
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· and 3pecific terms. 
• The many studies on mothers of school ppobic children 
' ' 
have helped to establish much of the basic knowledge concer-
ning this problem and eonsequently it has enabled more sue-,, 
cessful treatment of this dis turba nee. A st)ldy of the fa-
thers in this constell~ ion will generally sUpplement the 
knowledge by shedding light on a broader view. With the 
stress on mother's pathogenicity, we know little of fathet> 
and consequently li tt.le of his contribution, if any, to the 
problem. If the fat her-child or mari ta 1 rela'tionships are 
severely disturbed in these families, the cli'nics may look 
more to including the fathers in treatment as a necessary 
an.d perhaps more efficient way of dealing wi tp the problem. 
I 
The involvement of the fathers, however,. might not be 
the only evolution Of SUCh !'indin gs. They COUld alSO illumi-
nate problem areas which could be anticipate~.in these cases 
and serve as focus points in the treatment of'' the mother. 
It is the author's impression that with the increasing 
I· 
acceptance by school authorities of school phobia as an emo-
f:;ionll.l disturbance, the child guidance clinics will acquire 
tncreasing numbers of these cases. This has been the situa-
tion at this clinic. llie more inclusive our understanding, 
~he more valull.ble and efficient will be the results of treat-
nent. 
J, 
22 
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7. LIMITATIONS 
I• 
•' 
The f'il'st and most intrinsic limitation::of a study such 
" 
! as this is the variability in case records. Each therapist 
I 
! has his particular f'ocus, use of terminology~ fullness of de-
tail and general clarity as well as his own s'ubjective im-
pressions, prejudices and values. 'l'his is t:r\:ue of' the author 
as well since this information will have a particular meaning 
~ol' her and subjectivity cannot be completel~ eliminated. 
'mere is also some subjectivity involved in 1ifhe choice of' 
•categories and in the placing of information into these cate-
115orie s. 
Another limitation is the size of the sample. Thirteen 
•• 
cases need not be indicative of the entire po~ulatiCll. One 
i:Iust consider th~se findings and conclusions consequently, 
P,nly in terms of this sample. 
It should also be recognized that the in:;:orma tion f'or 
·I 
il 
I 
I 
rhis study was derived primarily from the mother's treatment 
?ecord and, therefore, is an indication of how she views her 
~usband in relation to these questions. Sine~ mothers are i 
1,1 l:he basic index of these fathers, we gain onlyi her perception 
these situations. 
An. additional limiting !'actor is inherent: in the use of' 
les as a means for evaluating r~nationahips'. Inevitably 
• will be many intangible and tangible components of' a 
lationship which could not be examined. It is important 
•• 
23. 
ii 
" 
' .. !I 
that the total scales are recognized as reprgsentative of 
i only the four specified areas of the relatiof?ship. I Comparing the latency with the adolesce~;t group on the 
basis of age only is another limitation., Ag•t twelve was 
II 
purely an arbitrary division and one should 1:ie cognizant of 
il 
this fact. To be more precise about these grbups one would 
·have to have a more rigid classification for !t;hem than age 
ion ly Permits. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE CHILDREN AND THEIR PAREN~? 
!• I J i 
r lbis chapter is devoted to a descripti'on of the thirteen! 
children in this study and tl:!l ir parents. The children will 
I 
, be described in terms of their age, sex, religion, education-j I al level and ordinal position in the family, 
.-
i 
,, 
The parents• age, educatiQn and social ~osition are also 
included so as to give a broader view of the''child 1 s environ-
mental situation. 
The writer ha~ also compar~d this group'with other 
studies of school phobia children wherever possible and has 
'· 
made speculations about the findings. 
1. THE CHILDREN 
;Age and Sex Distribution. 
'• 
Tables I A and B shGI the age and 
'sex of the children in this study. 
' 
·' Table B is simply a com-
:posite of Table I A using age twelve as an ar~itrary divi-
1 
~ion point in separating latent from adolescent children. 
" 
?his group division will be used only when ex~mining the 
,. 
~ather-child relationship. 
These distributions of the sample in terma of age and 
3ex indicates a larger group of girls than boy,s. This seems 
30 correspond with previous studies 1 of a similar nature but 
' _s in contrast to the overall population trend. in child gui-
nee clinics. ;' Most clinics report a greater aistribution 
1. Samet, ££• cit. 
!• 
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of boys than girls. A statistllcal reporv;: from this clinic in 
• 
. 19 58 • 1 :;L .5 • 2 shows a ratio of girls to: boys as 
: 
' I .. 
; TAB$ I A II 
' II ' AGE AND- SEX •DISTRIBUTION 
' :~ I .. 
" I 
- I Girls Total I : Age .Boy~ .. I : 
' 
;'I 
r 
I 
8 2 1 3 ! 9 0 1 1 
' 
10 'J. ' Cl. 2 
11 0 • 0 0 '" 
12 1 1 2 ' : 13 0 2 2 .. 
14 1 2 3 
I ' 
: l. I 
' Totals 5 ~ • 13 
; 
' l TABLjj: I B 
"' • 
: AGE Aim SEX I I 
.. 
" I 
-
. 
-
'• Age Boys Gir,ls Total 
.. 
' 8-10 3 3 6 
12-14 2 .5 7 
I . 
.. 
'• Totals .5 8 13 
I• 
" 
" I 
• 
l 
Although the sample is smf-11, it is :l!nteresting to note I I 
: J' I that at the latency age level there is an ,:equal number of 
I !: .. boys to girls. In the adolesc6nt age group however, the sex I ; ,, 
; 
distribution o-' adolescent ;.__.,.., shifts. In a recent study school J, 
• 
: 2. Annual Intake Statistics of the ~ild Psychiatry 
Unit, Southard Clinic, 19.58. 
' 
• 
I' 
' 
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!I' lso 
II 
phobia3 the author's findings 
'I 
!I 
contained a larger dis-
,, 
IJ 
i '• tribu tion oi' i'erna lea than male!!.• There w~~e 7 boys and 10 
girls age 12 or over. Four oi' ··the seven ~~oys and one girl 
however, were twelve year/$ oi' age; conseqq,ntly, there were I 
only 3 boys and 9 girls over 1~ years oi' age. 1'his again is I 
a decided :,~~hfi't in sex distribution in relation to age. I, 
Coolidge et al.4 note that the exces~: incidence of: girls I 
having school phobia is consistent with their theory in that I 
the child's basic problem il!l t~~t oi' estab,R.ishing a uparate I 
" ' identity from the mother 1 s. If this is so., then girls should I 
•, 
i'ind the adolescent years part:l!cularly dii'i'icul t since it is 
' 
' 
a timo when the child is struggling i'or a sexual identity. 
'· Josselyn state's that (an adolescent's) " ••. coni'lict centers 
' ' 
' I 
•' 
•' 
~ 
: 
.. 
. ,
'• 
around his emo·tional need to establish himiseli' as an indepen-
dent person and the social demnd s oi' our culture which pro-
long the psriod of dependency."5 She also points out that 
11
'Ihe adolel!lcent wishes to be independent ••. as long as the 
., 
parents give support it is safe·· to be independent ~n6 
• 'I As this writer has previously mentioned, mothers of 
I' i!lchool phobic children, as described in the' literature, are 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Samet, 2.£· cit. 
Coolidge et al., ££· ciL 
Josselyn, 2£· cit., 
Josselyn, 2£· cit., 
p. 
p. 
105 
107 
• ,. 
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•• 
dependent persons with a need to keep their children depen-
dent upon them. The pressures.o~ these p~rents to keep the 
child dependent to satis~y thetr own need$: at a time when 
• 
the child's emotional neens are struggling ~or independence 
' 
creates an extreme! y stressi'ul si tua·tion &'ild perhaps partial! 
accounts for the large number qf adolescen1t schoo-l phobia 
cases. This is, o~ course, sill!ply the au thor's interprets-
., 
tion based on the presented knowledge o~ dynamics operating 
in adolescents and school phobfcs. 
Religion and Sex Table 2 illustrates the population in 
terms o~ their religious denominations and se~. 
Religion 
Catholic 
Protestant 
Jewish 
Totals 
TABLE' 2 
RELIGION A,ND SEX 
.. 
Boys " Girls 
• 
3 4 
1 1 
1 3 
5 8 
·' il 
Total 
7 
2 
4 
13 
'!his distribution of the pG>pulation iQ terms of religion 
and sex shows seven Catholic ch~ldren, 
·' 
two.,Protestant chil-
dren and ~our Jewish children. One boy in~luded in the 
., 
Catholic group was from a Catholic-Protestant interfaith 
marriage. The father as the ch;ld' s stepf'ather had very 
little control over the boy. His mother ~elt the child should 
.. 
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" be brought up according to her ::wish~s and '1'ollowing 
' 
the 
Catholic reli&ion wa& one of t~:ese wishes~: 
" 
,. 
It is not unusual to find,~ larger number of Catholic~ 
·1 
I 
,I 
in the sample since this J..s re'P..resentativ<!l: of the 
' 
munity in which the clinic is :tocated. 
larger com-~ 
In a current study being. Jonduc ted by the .Judge Baker 
Guidance Clinic? they found a ~ather striWing percentage of 
.Jewish chilqren. Fifty-eight w.ercent of ~he total sample 
was .Jewish with 33% Catholic a~d Protestant and 9% unknown, 
This was in a community where ~he school p'opulation was es-
timated to be 33% .Jewish. They spe~ulateq that school pho-
bia tends to occur more frequently among Jiewish than non-
Jewish children. They suggest further thaot t here is ~orne 
' 
I, 
between scho~l phobia an:d certei. n features I in~errelationship 
of .Jewish familial patterns that are imbeaded in .Jewish 
culture. 
This writer would like to speculate ~ther that the 
II 
I 
.Jewish culture is perhaps one of the pa tte'rns which accounts .I 
for the higher .Jewish incidenc~. With the pressure to achiev~ 
in this area from the parents, ''the fear of not meeting this 11 
emphasis on academic achievement and educa'ltion within the 
demand on the part of the chi'ld as well a~: his repressed 
hostility towards the 
hie phobic tendencies 
parents, it is qui~:e possible that 
w:>uld be!!displaced q:n to the school •. 
The findings iil thii!! stud).!, do not ind!icate that any one 
7. Coolidge, ££• cit. 
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" r '· ~I 'I religiou~S group contain~S a significantly ~~rger proportion 
of' school phobics. An obvious i't"eason f'or :~his ~ ul d be the 
,• 
''I ~Size of the sample as well as 1ihe composi 'l!irn o:f. the commun-
., 
II 
~•w 3 ~ 
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ity which the clinic servAe. 
.. 
Ordinal Pos_i tion Total 
Only Child 
Oldest 
Oldest of' 2 
Oldest of' 3 
Middle 
Second of' 5 
Youngest 
Youngest of' 2 
Youngest of 3 
Youngest of' 4 
Youngest of' 8 
Total 
Ordinal Position 
,, 
•I 
.· 
•' 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
13 
Table 3 illu,strates the• ordinal position 
or the children in this study. "There is nc;, evidence in the 
' 
literature of any correlation between ordi~a 1 posi tim and 
. ., 
school phobia but it is interesting in gai~ing an overall pic 
ture of the family 1tructure to note this factor. 
In considering this distribution of' ordinal position, 
three children are the oldeet, one a middl~ and six the young· 
eet in their f'amily. Three are!lonly child:i!en. Nino of' tho 
•: 
I. i' .I 
IJ 
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thirteen children then are the y',bungest or only children in 
their family. An only child or the last in· a family could I 
.. II 
elicit more attention and be the,' focus of mfi>the r 1 s attention 
'I 
., because of his pes it ion. It is also possible that a mother 
., 
would cling to an only or her la'st chil!.d more than to any 
.· other and have a greater need to,. keep that ~articular child 1, 
1 dependent. This conceivably then wcu Jd influence the mother -1 
., 
': 
:. 
child relaticn ship. 1 
Seven of the thirteen children, or the largest propor-
tion, came from a family of two or three ch:Hdren • This con-
forms with the Judge Baker study~ where 76.4% of the chil-
dren fell into this group. Although this study does not so 
dramatically point to the family;of two or throe as being 
,. 
most prominent, it does not seem unusual to this writer to 
find the data distributed in this way. It soeems to the wri-
ter that these samples simply conform with ~he ayerage size 
family for the population as a wqole. Statistics show the 
average to be 3 .34 as of this yea'lz.. 9 
I 
There are two sets of ident:l!cal twins in this sample. 
One set was boys ·eight years of age and the other wu1 girls 
nine years of a~e. Only one of 't.he twins irl! each case ~as 
school phobic. In both cases, the other twin was doing very 
well in school and was outgoing ~ith many fr4ends. The au-
8. 
9. 
York, p. 
.. 
Coolidge, ££• cit. 
Information Almanac, 1959, MacMillan Press, New 
422. 
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" thor did not find any studies in the literature where twins 
It: is doubtfui then, that being/ 
' I 
were included in the sample. 
a twin has any relation to the. symptom but may possibly have l 
I rami.f'ica tions in the type of sib~ing and mo~her-chHd .rela- I 
.I 
tionships. Much further investig' ation wouliJ. be necessary I 
~ I 
I 
however, before any con elusions ciou ld be dre,wn. 
Grades Repeated 
I 
I ' Since I.Q. ratings were n9t available for 
these children, it iB difficult to evaluate their intelli- 11 
gence as a factor in school phobfa. It has'!been noted, how- I 
ever, that only two children have had to repeat grades and in I 
one of these cases physical illness was give:n as the reasm •. 
Since this is the only informatid'Il availabld·, it is impossi-
ble to generalize about their inf;elligence. 
'I Summarized briefly below ~ the descrlipti ve data find-
ings regarding the children. 
,. 
1. There are eight girls arjd five boys· included in the 
study. 
2. '!here are three gll.r.ls and three boy's between the 
}. 
4. 
5. 
I 
ages of 8-10; five girls' and two bo.yB between 12-14 II 
years of age. I 
·Three of the boys and four of the gilrls are Catholic 1 
one girl and one boy are Protestant•, one boy and 
three girls are Jewish. 
One child came from an interfaith marriage. 
' 
•• Three children are only children, three are oldest 
children and six are tl;le youngest children in the 
.. 
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I 
family • 
;I 
6. 1'here are two who were :Part of an identical set of 
,, 
twins. 
7. Two children bad repeated grades iri school. 
2. THEIR PAREN1S 
!B.!. Distribution. 'fue parents of these children range 
•, 
from age 29 to 51 for the mother~ and from 39 to 53 for the 
•' 
·' fathers. The average age, for mot:her s is 40 ·:years and for 
fathers is 41.1. The ages of one' mother and· two fathers 
were not known. 
I Religion. The parents 1 r el~gion was th'.~ same as the 
'· child's in all cases except the J;!reviously rioted one. It was 
the only in te;rfe.i th marriag!' in tho group and the parents 
1 clearly indica ted that they felt this diffor'~nco in no way 
affected the child. This was also the only ce. se in the 
group where there was a second marriage. 
Marital Status. In all case:!! except the qne mentioned 
' I 
above, it was ~he first marriage for these wrents. None 
.. 
were separated although three threatened divorce. '.l:he au-
thor shall refer ba.ck to this factor • 
•• 
Educational Status. Table 4 is a representation of the 
parents• educational status. 
Table 4 shows that eleven mothers and nine fathers com-
pleteq a high school or higher education. Samet9 in her re-
cent study also found a high perco'ntage of' th,~ parents with 
9. Samet, £E• cit. 
" 
.. :1 
~:; 
' I 
~ 
,. 
I I 
I r 
i I' 
I \. 
I ' I 
' 
• 
I :• 
l 
' 
• 
I 
: 
l 
., 
,, 
•' 
.. 
•I 
I 
•• 
This wrlter, however, ~~ 
:1 I does not feel that this is an un)lsual find iijg for two reasons 
a high school or higher education. 
TABLE 4 
E;DUCA TION OF E!\ REN'.IB 
Level Completed 
Advanced Degrees 
College Degrees (B.A., B.S.) 
Some College (1 to 3 years) 
•• 
Mothers 
1 
1 
0 
l 
I 
Fathers 
2 
1 
' I 
3 
I : High School Diploma 9 
1 
1 
I 3 
II 0 i Uncompleted High School (1 to 3 Y,ears) 
. ' 
I Grammar School 
' 
3 
1 
' 
Not ascertained 
i 
0 
I 
' I 
Totals 
. 
13 13 
' 
·' 
One, it is the author's impression that the majority of par-
1 ' ents taking advantage of a child ~uidance cl;l.nic through their, 
~ own· choice, are parents who, because of their education, rec- I I 
I 
I ognize the child's difficulty more readily as an emotional 
one. Second, and more specifically, related to a school prob-1 
. I 
lem is the possib-ility that parents with a g:jleater educational 
background will stress education J'nd achievement. SametlO 
specula tea further the t Jarents with average 'or better than 
average educational achievement may tend to ~~press a desire 
for their childra1 to be equally successful, ~f not better 
10. Ibid. 
.. ,. 
,. 
·' 
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than themselves. I This writer's f#~elings agree with Samet's 
I 
' speculation. \ 
' The author a,lso feels that this charact'eristic is par-
' ~ ; ticularly interesting in terms of. the specific problem of 
these children. 
·. 
Social Position. In attemptJng to calculate the social 
position of these families, the a~thor utilized August B. 
Hollingshead's "Two Factor Index of Social P'®sition 11 .11 
I 
This index is computed on the occ.upation an cf education level 
of the fathers or wage earners. 'l'hese fact~s are scaled and 
weighted individually and a single score is obtained. 
The educe tional scale values are as follows: 
Years of school completed Scale value 
Professional (M.A.,l-l.S., M.D~ ,Ph.D, LL.B.) 
Four year college graduate 
1-3 years college 
High School graduate 
10-11 years of school 
7-9 years of school 
Under 7 years of school 
1 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
7 
The occupational scale is dividi!d into ~·even levels. 
Under ea cb ~evel a list of occupations is given. To give a 
genera~ in!iic.a t}-~n of this breakdo.wn the follbwing are the 
,broad levels used: 
The seven socio-economic scaie pos itions• 
•• 1. Higher executives of large concerns, proprietors 
and major professionals. 1 
11. Auguat B. Hollingshead, 'Two Factor ,[ndex of Social 
Position, Yale UniverBity. 
' .. 
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2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
6. 
7. 
.. 
" 
•• Business managers, proprietors of ~edium sized 
businesses and lesser professional~,. 
Administrative personnel, 9wner s o:t: small busi-
nesses and minor professionals. 
Clerical and sales workers, technicians, and 
owners of little businesses. " 
Skilled manual employee~. 
Machine operators and semi-skilled )mployees. 
Unskilled employees. 
The occupational position ~s a factor ~eight of 7 and 
the educational position a factor of 4. ' These weights are 
multiplied by the scale value for educe tion and occupation of 
each individual. The calculated weighted score gives the ap-
proximate position on the five class overall scale. 
Using this index the fathex:.s in this s'tudy were rated 
on the five point scale. Table 5. represents the findings: 
.. 
TABJ:E 5 
;INDEX OF SOCIA L':POSI TION .. 
·' " 
" Class Totals' 
I 2 
II 0 
III 7 
IV 2 
v 1 
Not Ascertained 1 
'I 
Total 13 
.. 
Index of Social Pas i tion. An examine t~on of this scale 
indicates that the largest proportion of the cases fa 11 into 
36 
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I 
I. •• \} the third or middle class, With two in the upper class and 
three in the lower two classes. ~'hese findings correlate 
., 
• 
' I 
:' 
with various studies in the litefature. Co9,lidge12 and 
!, 
,. SametlJ although using a differel\t index, f(jund the majority 
• i' 
·· of their families were middle class. 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
'I 
•ppli-11 
cases the 
• •I 
Most of the speculations entertained ir)' regard to par-
I' 
•• 
ent educP-tional level and ths child's probl~:m are also 
• cable to class. 
Parents Health. In eleven out of the thirteen 
' i mother and father complained ot: tllness that seemed to have 
an effect on the child's problem, The majority of these ill-
,, 
nessos were symptomatic of emotiqnal disorde~s or instability 
·~ :: on the part of the parents. One ::rather was J10spi talized for 
a menta 1 breakdown -which was des~ribed as a <L 1depressional 
type". Several mothers complain~:d ot: hyper~~nsion and implie 
that their child's problem was i~ some way Glonnected to their 
• • 
nervous condition. One mother suffered from' anorexia and 
.. 
states tbat it was because of her concern ab:out her child. 
' 
Four fathers or mothers had sinus, hay feve~, or asthma con-
• di tions and two fathers had chronic eczema. Another father 
bad an ulcer condition. All of t,l:lese illne~~es were known 
to the children and some cbildredl expressed ~~he fear that 
,, ,, 
their parents illnesses would kiJ:J. them. ,. 
·; 
12. Coolidge,£!?.· cit. 
13. Samet,£!?.· cit. 
•• 
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A brief summary of the descriptive findings regarding 
.: il 
'I I I , 
·· II parents: 
2. 
J, 
. 4-
5. 
6. 
,. 
I I 
Mothers' ages ranged fr~m 29 to 
the average. Fa~hers• ~ge range 
44.1 as the average age.ll 
5l.iwi th 40 
•• 
years as 1: 
wd~ 29 to 53 with .. 
I 
" One case of interfaith marriage 
I. 
'• 
.• I !: 
All parents were living to get her. 
' 
:?ne case the fa- ·,I: 
ther was a stepfather. 
., 
u I' 
Eleven. mothers or 85% g~aduat~d fro~ high school in~~ I 
eluding two with collegel•degrees. Nine fathers or 
:t 
69% had a high school diploma or hi~her degrees. 
Three fathers had college degrees. 
I 
Seven of the thirteen families were in the middle 
!r ~I 
" ,I 
class of a five class social position scale. 
,. 
~. I 
In eleven out of the thirteen cases,, the parents 
n ~ 
plained of ill health primarily of t~e emotional 
variety. 
,, 
'• 
., 
·' 
•I 
" 
" 
•' 
" 
•I 
•• 
.. 
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CHAPTER ''III ,, 
;:• 
THE CHILDREN AND THEIR PROBL:$1 I .. 
1his chapter is presented to illuminatE!· factors relatin& ·j 
to the school phobia problem as "!ell as to !{a in a more inclu..:: I 
sive understanding of the child. 
., 
Factors to be considered are: previou~lseparation dif- I 
• 11 I ficulties the chili ren experienced, other physical and be- ,11 
havioral problems they present, changes occutring in the 
.. 
child's life prior to ~he school phobia diff~culties, other'" 
fegrs they express, the status or:the peer r~lal;,ionships with;; 
the onset of the disturbance and ~1he child 1 s ;general attitude;; 
toward the problem. •• 
Grade Level at Onset and Pret-&ious Separaition Difficul tie~' 
-- . 
TheoreticallJ:, school phobia ;!is relll. ted ·to the child 1 s 
• 
fear of separation from the motherc•. 
.. 
As such., it should be 
itseif during the expected that the phobia would mand.fest 
first few years of school. When Bjbhool phobi~ becomes an 
II 
ovsrt problem for the children in this study, however, one 
I 
I 
was in the second grade, three were in the third grade, one 
., 
in the fifth, two in the sixth, tbi> ee in the 13eventh, two in 
the ninth and ct1 e in the tenth grade. This shows that for f 
the children in this group their ptob lem did t\o t become overt 1 
at any particular grade level but ~ccurred in practically all I 
I. grade3, the greater concentration of children occurring in 
I . the higher grades. 
·-
' ,. 
' ,. 
··' ! ' 
litl 
•' i . 
I 
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' 
.. 
• 
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I 
' 
l 
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! I 
. ' 
• I 
'I •• ,, 
Considering this finding, the author wa.s intereshd 
., . 
whether or not there were previous indications of separation 1 
! ~ 
I 
difficulties. In three cases th~ mother st~ted that up unti} 
.,. .. 
this incident the child h~d neve:r: been afra~d to go to schoo:L 
nor showed any signs of fearing the mother's absence. In 
another three cases no informatio,n could be .bbtained on this , 
question. In the .remaining eight' cases, how~ver, there was 
indication of definite separation1' difficultil!ls at earlier 
grade levels. Six of these eight c~ses displayed their firs~: 
., 11'1 
separation di~turbrence at their initial intrgductim to edu-
, 
cation either in nursery school o~ kindergar~en. One mother 
.:, 
'I 
cried during the first few Weeks Of School but that it WOUld 
reported that every year since kindergarten her child has 
eventually subside. I For a year b6fore treatment, however, ha! 
Jl •• 
refused to attend school alone and mother wou,p.d have to sit 
with him in the classroom. 
.. 
Another mothar stated that she had to w~thdraw her child 
from nursery school after three we,eks because she cried and 
clung to mother when taken to sch~ol. 
:1, A third mother stated that her child has: always had dif-1 
.. 
· ·: ficulty in attending school. She had to choose private I:: schools for him where she could reqiBin in attEjndance. 
1.' 
The other three of these six cases reported that the 
child cried for periods of from sei(era;L weeks po two months 
I ' upon entering school. 
j. 
I 
; ' The other two cases showing previous sep~'ration diffi-
. ;
!i 
I 
I· 
. ' I• 
I. 
• 
I' I 
,, 
\ 
l ,. I I ~====================~=========~~====~~a~'==4=1= 
I r r l! , cul ty problems were at periods o:t;i one and t./p ye!lt' s before I 
1 
the present onset of school phob~a but not a,t the beginning 
n , 
of their school career. 
This large percentag~ of ch:I!;Ldren with previCilllls separa- ,. 
tion difficulties is important and interesting. It tends to •· 
•· 
-· II 
indicate ~hat although the schoo*phobia problem did not be-
.. 
come acute at an early school lev'el, there w~re definite 
. ~ I' indications of previous separatiop difficultY. 
,. 
' ,. 
The author has the following' speculatiorl regarding •I 
these findings: If there is a prolonged and difficult separa: I 
tion occurring at the child's initiation to school, it might 
,, 
indicate the possibility of a future school ~hobia problem. 
If this were so, it could help a scitrtain thesE!' cases before 
they became acute. One would, however, have to do a longi-
tudinal study consideri1:1_g all casC).s showing e:n unusually pro-
longed and difficuit adjustment t~i the beginn~ng of school 
1 and follow them througj:l the children 1 s school. career be-
fore the above assertion could be considered {ls more than a 
speculation • j; 
.. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Precipitating Incidents: In most studies in the litera-
ture the autholis have cited inci'il.bbts which the mother or 
child related· t6' the onset of scho~l phobia. It was u·sua lly ·· 
after these incidents that the chixd refused to go to 
•• Since most of the incidents involv~.d a change of some 
the child's life, they hs ve been ca.tegorized iln terms 
l• 
school. •· 
kind in I:. ,. 
' of the 
change. It is assumed by the write=r that such incidents 
.~. F===========================~======~==========~~======· l (; I 
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se:rved as the ignition fo:r the child's :rep:r~ssed I' difficul tie§ 
J: II 
,,, 
T/IBLi 7 
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" CHANGES OCCURRING PREVIdUS 'Kl ONSET· OF PHOBIA 
"' I' 
Changes 
Illness o~ the child 
l 
Illness or death of family member 
Change of school and/or »orne 
Beginning of menses 
Trip of parent ·o:r parent~; 
Unknown 
Total 
" 
" 
. ~ 
Total 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
1 
13 
Change ~possible precipitant: Table 7 depicts the 
~~ ~:I 
I• 
:I 
I 
various changes occur:ring in the cnild 1 s lifellwhich the mothe•' 
• 
or child relate to the onset of' sc~ool phobia~.'' Two children jl 
I· refused to :retu:rn to school after r·ecovering :1\i:-om illnesses. q: 
I 
I 
One had a series of virus infectioqs, the othe't had an 
dectomy. 
,; 
appen- t: 
! Three children had an illness .or death oc'cu:r to a 'I: member ~ ! of their family • I •I In the other two pases, gr~namothers who 1 
• t had been living with the famHy die~. Shortly after this in 
. ' 
' one case the child's f:riend was acc}dentally k1lled in a 
I 
; traffic accident. Both of' these children fearEl'd death and 
• destruction to themselves. 
~'I 
Four children moved to new homes and/or new schools • 
. ,, 
~ 
• !l 
42 
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' I 
I 
I 
; 
I 
I 
I 
,. 
' •' I ! II II 
. I 
,, ~~ 
frf·end s 
,, 
d,_$' All of these children had few and e~pressed their 
like of the other children in school. 1\io dr the boys in th:'-4 
group feared being hurt by pa rtiC:ular boys ip their school. ··1 
Two girls date the o12set of 'school phobia to the begin- 1 
ning of menses and expressed fears around sex and dating. 
.. 
In two cases the children's parent or parents went on 
.. 
I . 
a trip. In one case the father was away for 'three months and
1 
1 . .I the chi d stated that sh!! became phobic 'When''her father left •. 
I 
I 
\ 
"I missed him so much that I was qlue and de:gressed 11 • When 
he returned, she made attempts to return to S:bhool but then, 
I 
developed dizzy spells which prohLbited her. The other 
child's parents went on a mort trip but this child had .dd'-
'' 
initely indicated strong phobic te~dencies lopg before this 
1 trip. Every year at the beginn'ing~:of school i:ie would cry for 
several weeks and request that his;imother stay, with hil;JI. In 
l: both of these cases the separation·from the cl:iild had clearly 
I' 
I 
•• helped manifsst the repressed conflict, 
Other Physical and behavioral:problems: lrp.e problems 
•: in addition to school phobia which ithese chilqf'en presented 
have been categorized into three g~bupa; neurdtic symptoms 
I 
and fears, psychosomatic complaints· and behaviG>ral problems. 
'I In ten of the t.hirteen cases sbme neurotic symptoms ex-
1 eluding fears were found. These consisted o'f: I enuresis - 1, 
' 
hypertension - 1, insomnia - 2, frequent outbursts of crying 
•. - 1, compulsive traits - 2, stuttering - 1, 'gri:macing - 1, 
picking nose - 1 and pulling hair - 1. Several of the chil-
.. 
.. 
l'i 
I! " I !I • 
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I 
l' 
'I 
.. 
.i 
l' 
., 
dren displayed a combination of symptoms plus psychosomatic 
'I 
complaints.. It is not unusua 1 to find these! complaints. 
!I 
.. I 
II 
.. 
I~ 
.. 
Van Houtenl and Samet2 are two ·whp have foun~ similar arrays I' 
of symptoms. il I 
,. ! 
Additional Fears: It should' be expected that children ;i 
,, 
I 
with fears about school would have many othe~ fears. It is 
• 
interesting to note the particurar fears and the frequency 
in which they occur. Table 6 is 4n index of !these fears. 
Most children have a combination of these fea:rs as the :f're-
quency table will suggest. 
TABLE 6 
ADDITIONAL FEARS 
Fear I! 
Going to sleep 
People will hurt him 
Poison 
Killing parents and/or self 
Sexua 1 fears 
Elevators 
.. 
• ~: 
Height 
Others (tunnels, innoculations, inani-
mate objects, streets) 
.,. 
Total 
4 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
I I 
~~: i; 
• 
1!: 
j;. 
... 
'I I 
Table 6 tabluates the fears accompanying the school pho- ' 
.. 
bia of these children. What is strl~king is thB concentration ,. 
of fears regarding hostile or aggre.ssive tende'~cies. Almost 
I ali of these fears are ccocerned wi~h the fear of hurting or 
I 
1·1 1. Ja nny Van Rout en, 11Mother-sthild Re:ia tionl!lhips in 
1 Twelve Cases of School Phobia", Smith College Studies (June, 
,1 1948) :· 
2. Samet o • cit. 
I 
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" !I 
- • ~~ ,: destroying oneself or one's ' and as !such they parents are 
rather clearly related to the theoretical ~ssumption regardjj-
ing school phobia. As indica ted previously, school phobic •: 
• 
children have intense sadistic or hostile feelings toward 
their parents, particularly the·mother bece;use of· their stron 
" attachment to her. School phobics are, coqsequently, afraitl 
, . 
. , . 
to leave mother, fearing that she will be hurt. They also 
view themselves as being bad because of th~ir hostile feel-
ings and this is probably why they fear self destruction. " 
In the group, ten of the t~irteen cas~s displayed symp~ 
toms which were somatic in nature. These too included a 
--. 
variety of complaints consisting of ner 10 us stomach, fre-
. ~· 
quent heafte.ches, allergies, gen~ral body a:Ches and pains, 
fainting spells, nausea and diz~iness. Th~ee of the chil-
dren had sought medical advice because of their symptoms bup 
the disturbance was not eiiminated. Nause~ and dizzy speli~ 
)I 
I 
I 
~ 
were among the most· frequent of' these com~ia int s (five chiJl- II 
•. II 
dren). This symptom only occu:r:'red wheneve:f. the child was 
in, ·the process of getting ready• to try to go to school. 
The findings regarding neurotic and v,sychosomatic sym~-
tom!! a·s well as fears creates the impress:l:9n that generally, 
j the persowlity picture of these children •is one of very d~­
pendent, fearful youngsters who are cripp~pd by their fears 
and show a great need for a ttetition and care which they a tT 
I • 
ta in by 1;;h~ir fears and psycho spma tic com.R;J.aints. 
Beha-viorally, there was nd, indica tion• of delinquent or 
' ~! 
(I 
I 
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I' 
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• 
asocial behkvior on the 
I 
part of"these children. 'l'he· most 
common behavior problem '·· f• was temper tantrum~ or 11 rages 11 which 
five of the children used as a !ll•ans of ge~ting their own 
. way. All of the children were ~ell aware of the fact that 
.. . 
" they could control their parents by such ·outbursts • 
• 
A typi.; 
,, 
cal example of this is the following quote from a diagnost:!lp 
interview with a child. Casa A.- llJJcSYiil statefi that; 
••• she will lose her temper and break things. She 
knows this upsets her pare;Pts a graat:ldeal (because) 
they don't feel they can manage her. ':B.I;jlliiJ feels 
her mother will do anythin'g for her and get anything 
she wants but she really f~els this is to prevent 
temper outbursts. She fee·ils her mother and father 
do things for her only to prevent scenes. They al-
'ltays seem to be on guard •..• " 
It is clear then, that these children know how to con-;· 
trol their parents and utilize ,this knowle'dge. The author 
i 
II 
I 
1: 
,, 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
wonders if this control might not also be a threatening thi'rlg I 
.. I ,, 
. II Two other children were no:ted for thelr stubborn doma~d-, 
for these dependent fearful ch~idren. 
ing ways. I 
Peer Relationships. The author was t~terested in wheJ, 
ther or not the onset of schoo~ phobia produced a concomi-
i 
l 
tant change in the child's pee~ relationsh~ps. Evidence in- 1
1 
I· dicated that in only three case8 a change occurred. One o:f: 
these was a dramatic change where the child withdrew from 
Girl Scouts and other outside activities maintaining only 
a few friends that would come to her hous~ to see her. 
Another boy would not leave his yard but ~ould play with 
a friend if he came to the yard • 
• 
., 
,. 
•• 
I 
I 
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In the eleven cases where ~o change w~s cited it was in-
teresting that nine of these ch{.-ldren wereUcharacterized as 
never having many friends. 
,. 
Consequently, ~t could hardly b~ 
., 
expected that with the onset ofi·school phoBia their peer 
relationships would become more•active. 
•' ! 
Two children who had apparently good 
I'. 
social relationship 
' I 
before the school difficulty ma~ntained contact with their'· 
' 
friends and participated in activities witt;t them. 
Attitude towa.rd their scho';,l problem:'' Every ono of tJ:lb 
chiJd ren expressed the desire t~ ~eturn to school and had 1; 
I 
essentially very positive feelipgs regardi~g the teacher. 
.. 
For example, one 12 year old notes: 
,. 
She likes Miss Sara, her new schoryl teacher be-
cause "she is a very nice girl". She(got all E 1 s 
which means excellent and "only one Go'6d on her re-
port card. "I really like' to gp to s~hool and 
like to have friends. 11 
And another, a 10! year old boy expla}ns that, 
••• it's the best teacher this year that he has ever 
had and all his friends are in the cl'ass. "lliere 
is nothing about school which is bad.;, I just want 
to be with my motrer." He' trys to gq to school but 
when he gets there or is gQ i~, he wa'nts to go home 
again. 
, .
l' 
.. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Others ste,ted that they we,nted to go ,too but every time I 
I 
they tried they became afraid ~'r sick. Generally then, these! 
children are not refusing to 8Ji, to school ;because they don't 'I 
I I 
like school bu~ because of their fears and their desire to 
be close at horae with mother. .. 
'I •• <I •• 
.. 
·( 
" I' .. 
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--~~==i=============================~··==========~··====~~========~~·~==#======='= r"'·- . J'l -r I Bri>efly summarized ·are the!: findings •garding the chii- ! !! --,, ., 
dren and their problem: ,,, I' 
. ~ 
1. 'Ihe onset ·Of s'chool i "• I~ Pq?bia did nof appear at any I! 
was sea ttereJ from the second 1: 
" 
2. 
3. 
4· 
s. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9. 
one grade level .but 
to tenth grade. 
,. ,, 
In eight cases there w'!'re indica J'lons of previous !; 
I. 
inability to separa'te ~'rrom mother!'~ Six of the 
I 
presented the symptom :~t their inlbroduction to 
mal education. 'I 
" ,~ ;,. .. 
Ten of the thirteen c~~ldren had jpther neurotic :l 
symptoms and all had a.dditional f.~ars. :; 
I• 
The concomitant fears ~ended to 
t!l li 
f~cus on fear of 
I ,. 
destruction to oneself" or parents!~ ,, 
" 
'ren children had symp"t!oms which w,pre somatic in na'-1 ~~ 
ture. 
Behaviorally, temper 
cited disturbances. 
"tantrums we:rl!l the most 
: " (it'i ve cases )1· 
I 
In all thirteen cases !~orne specifrlc 
•• 
change was cited ·as t~~ precipita'ht 
expression of school phobia. 
I• 
'I 
incident or 1' 
for the overt il 
I . 
•• 
.. 
,. 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
Peer relationships es~entially re~ained the same 
,! I 
::::v::: ::::t n::e:c:~o~::o;::· ;.~:::: 5 :hildren., :: 1 
All of the children h~d es.sentia:liily positive attiij II 
tudes towards school alpd 'expresse:~ the desire to t-J 
turn. ~. . I 
" 
" I 
•• II 
,. 
ii 
,, 
II 
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CHAP:p;R IV !! I 
t I' FA '.ljlERS .1 
• I This chapter is devoted toi' irf ormatiom concerning the I• . 
II 
fathers of school phobic ~hildr~n as an at~empt to gain a 
• 
I' 
.. 
II 
better understanding of them, their role ah a husband and 
their personality. Under consi~eration th~en, will be the !I j! 
father's relationship with his &wn parents!, various aspects!! I 
~~ ' 'I 
of his marital rela'tionship andi; very broadly, his persona~f- li 
~~ I• 
ity traits as se11n by the social worker or"psychiatrist. 
11 11 
I II pri,marily from theiT 
I 
,. 
The therapist 1 s impressions arej1deri ved 
diagnostic and family confer•nc·es with the father as well a.s 
., 
from information given in the moth•r's treiitment interviews;~ 
" 
In three cases however, the fa tl;ter was bei9g se•n in trea t-•· . 
ment in addition to his wife. ~t was felt;:necessary in th6~e ~~ 
three cases to include the fath~r in treatr!lent since he was!' 
.. 
so intimately connected ;to the problem •. 
'• 
Father's relationshiP " 
~ \1 ·1 I 
to liis parents;:: In looking at thio· 
• father's relationship to his par~nts, two a·vailable areas fQr 
~ J; 
investigation a're considered: One, his physical proximity '1 
• 
to his parents and two, his wif~' s descrip·t'im of his rela-. 
II' 
• tionflhip. 
In noting the family's place of resid~~ce in relation ~o 
' ~ .. 
the paternal grandparents, it was particul!llr-ly striking to 1' 
'<'' I : ( 
find that nine of the thirte•n families lived with or in ex-,. 
tremely close proximity to the grandparend'. 
.. 
Of the other four cases, of.,e set of p~lt;ernal grandpar-" 
" I; 
'I 
,, 
I• I 
L 
I 
ij 
I 
• I 
I 
-" . 
! 
! 
. 
I 
1· ,. " 
II 
;I I; 
,, 
•• 
ent~ was in 
i 
Italy, two had died and 
h 
for one there was no i~- I 
lo I 
formation. Of these families r:lot living dlose to the ·pate~-
~ ~ 
•• nal grandparents, two lived with the maternal grandparents. 
~~ 
Although this residence fa,ctor is .not''·conclusive evi-" 
• I ~I IJ 
dence of the father's inability: to emancipate from his par~· 
ents, it does raise the possibility. Furthermore, in exam~l 
'! 
ining the mother's descriptions: of the in~laws relationshiP,' 
•• 
to their son, as well as the therapists' iopressions of the\! 
• ,• II 
father, the theme of dependence•· became more apparent. 
·' 
Before considering these additional f~ctors, the author 
" 
wishes to note a cultural trend:lwhich coul~ be cited as a 
:• •• 
rea~on for this high occurrencePof living with or near the 
ll II 
in-laws. Culturally, many feel~an obligat~on to care for 
one t s parents when they themselves have become established.~: ~~ 
This the authcr feels is partic~larly true of Jewish famili,*sjl 
Of th•se nine however, only thrJ'e were Jewish. Another facL I 
tor which would tend to minimiz~ the cultux;al possibility i~ 
q •• 
the fact that ·all-grandparents s~emed to be as or more flui~ 
financially than their children: 
Mothers, in their treatmen~~ indicated'more clearly th~i 
' I 
'• 
In the nine cases!· ,, 
where the relatives lived close-,~y or with .the family the mq:-11 
thers described their husbands a.f!! having an extremely clos~v;, I 
husband's relationship with his parents. 
dependent relationship with his ·farents • Ip many cas.es fa- ,. 
ther harbored great resentment toward his parents because 
of the control they exerted. Ths fathers usually subm:l, tted 'I 
•: 
1: I 
.. I 
i: II 
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ll 
II 
·~ ,. 
1'he 'lf'ollowing cases 4:re I 
some of the examples found of ~his hostil~! dependent rela- II 
to this control in a passive m~bner. 
tionship: ,
1 
II 
Case A: Mr. and Mr's, 0. lived in an attic bed-
1
1• 
room of the paternal-grandparents house for four 
yearsafter their marriage. Paternal :grandmother I 
would not allow mother to cook, wash !plothes or 
do any other household chores. P.G.M. maintained 
that she could do all of these thingsj'better than 
mother; besides 'She know~ her son'. 'When the one 
room became too small for the O•s an~,their chil-,, 
dren, the paternal gr~ndparents told ~r. and Mrs. 
0. to remodel the garage b'~hind the J:i6use and im-
plied that they would eventually absorb the cost&. 
Mr. and Mrs. 0., however, ~cquired a j2500 debt in 
remodeling the garage and were not re~mbursed. Dur- ,. 
ing treatment, the 0 1 s contemplated mRving to Flor-
ida to live near the mater'tlal grandparents but be-
cause of their debt they were unable 'to. Mrs. (), 
stated thltt her husband is" afraid to ~sk his par-
ents for the money even though they p~omised it to 
him. He knew the parents ~ould be vepy upset with 
their moving and would witphold money1 to keep them here. Hr. 0, did request ~he money and he was re-
fused. He accepted the decision and changed his 
plans with much hostility. 
.. 
.. 
,. 
.. 
The control which these pa,ternal grandparents exerted i~s 
•• 
very clear as· was Mr. 0 1 s dependency and i~ability to brea~ 
' 
from the control. Case B was apother such' example: 
Mr. and Mrs. B. lived ~ith the pa~ernal grand-
parents in a duplex and were extremal~ concerned 
about the in-laws various attitudes. Mrs. B. had 
a series of mis carriage• fOllowing wh;J,ch she wo.uld 
be hospitalized for a D & b. The in-laws let it 
be known that they were very much against chili ren 
and pregnancies because they cost too':much. After 
the last miscarriage mother • •• didn't 1dare go to 
the hospital because of the in-laws f~elings. I 
just remained home and bled'. Mr. B. ·as very much 
afraid of his parents and wouldn't da~e tell them 
about his wife's pregnancy. 
Mr. B. works for his faBher as a stone cutter in· 
a subordinate position to ~oth his fa~er and bnother-
' .. 
'I 
I· 
'I 
I 
II 
I 
II !: I, 
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Iii 
r 
in-law. Mr. E. has a college educati~n and resents 
his subordinate, low paying position 1but was afraid 
to tell his father. On oti'e occasion 1P,e became pro-
voked and quit the job only to come bjl.ck a few days 
later. He sta·ted that if f:Ie worked :for another 
quarry he would be in thel~o~ition o~l_competing 
with his father and he wou~dn•t want ~hat. He 
would also often borrow m~ney from h~p parents 
which helped foster his d~~endency needs although 
he resented the control he' asked for Jl 
•• ,:
' ,. 
I, 
., 
'· 
As these examples ibdicatq, most of these fathers arel 
1- " 
extremely fearful, anxious ind~viduals who' submit to their, 
parents wishes in an almost infantile way. They are depen-" 
dent yet resent it. Whenever they attempt1 to a s.sert their, 
' independence and are met with resistance, they succumb aga~ 
' 
with much hostility. 
·' 
In examining records, social workers nave divided the~r I 
fathers essentially into two cai~egories: passively hostil~ ,
1 and dependent, or dependent acting out individuals who hav~ 
'· to dcminate. They are generally anxious, insecure, fearfu~i 
' Two such examples found in the social worker's i~~ 
.. 
pressions are cited. These imp~e~sions ar~ used only to 
substantiate the mothers' informatim and description: 
And 
Case c: Mr. S. is a dependent, an~ious and in-
seeure person who is constantly asking for reassur-
ance and solutions to his problems. He contUnually 
asks (his worker) "What can I do •.• te jl me what to 
do". He will go to any letigth to avolid an argument 
I I 
or fight with his wife or ?,On whfuh usually means 
giving in endlessly to thetr demands. 
• II Case D: Hr. G. bas a host:l:le dependent and sub-
missive relationship with \'tis parents 'displacing 
his aggressions onto his w:l.•fe and chi:!ld. He will 
accept his parents demands •then comes l!home and takes 
I 
I 
'· 
II 
.. 
.. 
.. 
I• 
,; 
•• ,. 
•• 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
) 
j 
.I 
• 
I 
" 
I' i• 
" 
.. 
J: 
'" II 
. I' I 
I ;I II 
.il 
ous 
--
' 
.. 
it out on his wif'e and ch~ld ••• of'ten'~itting them. 
He also acts out by limit:flng his wif'1·1 s spending 
yet going on splurges himi'elf which· ~sults in dim-
inishing their savings. ,' ·• 
'll 
II 
I' I 
:: I 
in using vli\ri 
... ~~ 
the p8rsone:l-
I' •I 
There is certainly an int):insic limi~~tion 
" social worker's impression~ as criter:l!a f'cr 
' ity of' these f'athers since workers vary iq.t heir interprets'- ' 
•' 
' tion. Assuming this limitation .it is interesting to note t'he 
I consistency in their impression: of' father~: of school phobiJ' I il •I 1 
children. Th~ir opinions aJ.sO:l concur wit.h the literature I· II 
,. I 
Waldf'ogell, Coolidge2 and :~oldberg3 h'~ve a 11 describe1; II 
the fathers as being d~pendent.'[ anx~ous an;<;~ predominantly ~~ 
.. '• passive inadsquate males who like the moth;ers seek dependent 1 
li I 
gratif'ication through an over-iaentificati'On with the childl I 
" I 
or in competing as a rival for hothers love. There also sdbm: 
• 11 
to be a lack of' clear dif'~erentlation betw~en the parental 
" 
I' 
I' 
roles which presents dif'f'iculti~s f'or the qhild in estab- j: 
' lishing his own sexual identityj; " I 
Marital Relationship: In order to evaluate the parents' 
l ;I 
marital relationship, the autbor utilized tour scales crnsi\-
ting of' various components which were cons~dered 
. " characterizing the marital relationship of these ,, 
If 
helpf'ul inl1 
parents. 
Each of' the f'our scales were weighted in a !Similar manner sp 
- ll 
1-. Waldf'ogel, .21?.· cit. 
2. Coolidgs, .2£· cit. 
3. Goldberg, .21?.· cit. " 
.. 
tl ~~ 
' 
# 
'I il I ,, 
- '· 
I· .. 
I 
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that an overs ll 
I obtained. 
;I 
1!1 
!I •• 
I' 
rating for the ;marital re:(a tionship could 
I 
.. 
~~ 
e 
·'' 
I• 
l1 The first activitie1;· 
j: 
of these scales ·rated tbeirl joint 
•' 
.. 
The following is the scale witt! definition_s and, when appl~-
cable, illus·trations. 
I Do they do things together? 4. Do many things together 
3. Do some things toge.ther 
2. Do few things toget~er 
1. Do almost nothing t;pge ther 
0. No information • 
These categories are defined " ' as·! 
" ,. 
,. 
,, 
~ ~ 
Do many things together - evidel'Jce that the' majority of the,ir 
,. ' 
.. ,. 
activities were of mutual j.nterest an~ participation. 
' ., 
Do soin!o thing~ together - Evidence of some•.mutual interest .. 
and participation yet 
of neglect because of 
activities. 
" w~fe, indicates occasional feelings 
tim• 1,1husband t ~ sp~nds on personal 
I• 
.. 
Do few things together - Evidence of occasilon!l.l activitfes 'I 
I. 
I 
II 
I' ,I 
I 
II 
I 
q I undertaken together but prl,marily acti'Vity is on an in'-
diVidual basis. Mother is 'resentful a~d feels .negl~ct~d.ll 
Do almost nothing together - Evj,dence of mU:tual activity isli 
;I 
extremely seldom arrl mother. discontent'. " 
,, 
Illustration Case D: Mrs. :s. states ~hey seldom plan 
to do anything together. Hp.sband oftep goes out to a •. 
club to drink and play cards leaving I>trs. B. home with' 
the child. Father states t;hat they c~b 1 t afford a i: 
baby sitter even though he apends lar ~ aume of money 
at hi e club • 
Scale II 
•• Concerns hu.sband 'a di splaye'l! or verbal;,.zed interest in 
11 
·; 
., 
'• •• ,. 
,I 
I 
1:1 
.. 
'· .. •• 
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The ~fale with d~fini tiona follo~s: 
1 f •I I Husband 1 s interest irj wife 'L '' ·1 
hi~ wife as she sees it. 
II. 
4. Shows inte nee intltres t in wf,:-e. 1 
:5. Show':! steady but !pot intense.• :t.nterest in sev.J.: I 
eral ways. 
•• 1!. •• 2. Shows intermitte:l.t interest! n few ways. 
1. Shows almost no ~nterest in any way. 
o. No information. 
These categories are defined as: •• 
Shows intenee interest in many .tlays - A sl:f6w of continual , 
interest 1.n wife's feelings, .ideas an,~ activities. 
" 
.Shows steady but not intense in~erest in s.everal ways - A .,. 
,. ! 
show of much interest conc~rning wif~is feelings, ide~~ 
l 
and activities. 
Illustration: Case E: Mr. S. spends considerable'' 
time at the local pub and Mrs. S. fee•ls somewhat lonelll\'. 
He realizes this and makes1• a conc-erte:~ effort to go od: 
camping tripe or other exc~sions to ~alance the thin~~ 
he does for his own satisf~ ctico. · 
I, 
II 
I 
•I 1' I 
Shows intermittent interest- o.~.·casionally:showB interest iP I' 
- 1. ,. u 
wife'!! feelings, idaas and!:activities~ j 
Shows almost no interest - Husb~nd makes almost no attempt,. ~ 
at understanding his wife's feelings,; ideas or activit.~e • 
l, 
Illustration: Case F: Mrs. C. st~tes that her hus!'r 
band never takes any inter~st in her clr what she does.!. 
When he comes home~ in the evenj,n g, he;1ea ts, read e the 
paper and watches T.V. Sh~ tries to interest him in 
conversation by asking him' ~bout his work. He gives " 
short answers but never asks about he~ day, etc. She 
feels he is just not interested in her and what she 
does. ll 
Scale III 
lliis is devoted 4. Evidence of 
3. Evidence of 
to husband-wife commuHications. 
continual and cordial ·communication. 
somewhat cordial communication. 
11 
" 
' 
I 
II 
.. 
•• 
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2. 
1. 
o. 
" 
' tl 
•• ,, 
• 
" •• 
,I 
' 
:I jl 
ol 
Evidence of intermi tt~:nt but nbt ~oo cordial 
cation. ' ,, 
Evidence of very litt~e communic~~ion. 
No information · ! 
These categories are defined a~: 
Evidence of continual and cord~bl aommuniqption 
., 
two way ftow of ideas and l~eelings • 
•• II 
:! 
Evidl;nce of somewhat cordial c~rmunica tio.~l - Are able to dt's -~ 
" 
., I ·-cuss most problems with fS~irly due copcern for each 
other. 
Evidence of intermittent but not too 1:1 ~I It cor~rtl communication~-
" 
Are able to discuss some tP,ings ' -~ but nfany topics are e.;r,-
,, 
plosive and in these they ,ilave little. concern for eaclj: 
other. •• I . 
. -~ u Illustration: Case G. Mrs. H. haG;. hancyled the fam~, 
ily finances. The famill.y was in aj!! particularly tight 
financial situation and!: father sta'ted he could budget 
the money. Mrs. H. agreed to let him try and hones.t-
ly made attempts to help him by di~ cussing togethex!; 
a fair budget. At another time they were discas mi9fl 
a vacation. Mrs. H. sili cere ly preferred another 
place but refused to me'nt ion it to: her husband be-
cause 1 .. he wouldn't unaerstand about this so I jus't ,, 
dropped it to avoid an argument.' 
Evidence of very 1i ttle communi~a tion - Are primarily unabl~ 
to discuss anything. 
" 
I 
Illustration: Case F. Mrs. I. states that her bus,. 'I 
band never discusses anything w t th!,her. Occa sional·ly I 
she resorts to writing him letters•!after be goes t~~ 
bed and leaving them so he will find it in the morn;;-
ing. 'I 
., 
.. .. .. 
Scale IV is concerned with sexu§l compatibility as express•~ 
by the wife. 4. Evidence 
3. Evidence 
•• 
of hi gb compatibility. . 
of adequate compatibilitY,. ,, 
,. 
. , •• 
1: 
., 
" 
,. 
II 
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2. Evidence of inadequate compatibility. ,; 
1. Evidence of complete ~nccmpatibi1.!ity. li 
0. No inforrmtion ~: ·, 
11 II 
.. These categories are defined a!},: 
r 1 
Evid•nce of high compatibility:~ Expressiq~ of mutual sati~- I 
.. . ·· 11 faction and enjoyment for 'both. 
Illustration: Case H. Mrs. K. st~;t;es that they have 11 
really been able to enjoy sex ove~·the last few yeirsiJ 
(bad sought i nformatioq:·a t that ti1me) and actually ,1 
since then have felt like honeymooners rather than 1ol 
married people. h 
I' 
Evidence of adequate compatibn:ity - Expre'ssion of accepta~'le 
and somewhat satisfying sex relationS:L 
.. ' 
• 
Evidence of inadequate compatib'llity- Exp';ressionof diesatis 
faction with sex relations. 
Illustration: Case G. Mrs. L. sta:tes that she has" 
not really enjoyed intercourse with her husband fol:"• 
several years. She pa r'ticipat.es i~ this because oil! 
her duty as a wife. ·' 
Evidence of complete incompatibility ~ 
I 
•I d' Complete dissatisfa ~ 
,, 
' ,, tion to the point of no or almost II no .gex relations. 
Illustration: Case H. ~rs. s. rel4tes that she and' 
her husband (her second) have sepat"ate rooms and 
have neve·r consummated their marriS:ge • 
. ,
" Each family was given a rating on all four .of those scales." 
~ II 
to g~n one overall I These ratings were added and averaged 
:; 
I' th;e rating thbt scllle was elimi· score. If a zero appeared in 
., 
nated from the calculatioo s. I H1nce, if on~! zero, the overail 
" 
score was divided by three rath~r than foUit·· 
overall ratings on marital relationships. 
,, 
Table 8 is th~ 
' ~ Table 8 - ! Summary scale of Marital R~lationships is ·' 
I 
~I 
" 
i! 
" 
I 
l1 
I 
~: 
.. 
,. 
.. 
" 
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I 
' 
I 
I ba~ed on the four scales previollsl:r submitted as an indica~~oiJ I ,, II I I of' the quality of' marriage rela~ion~hips f'hund in the studYf', -I I' I• 
Three caeea fall in the fairly high and mutually satisfying'! 
• I• 
category, f'ive in the f'airly low and unsatisfying, and five': 
~ u 
I' in the very low and unsatief'ying position. 
Score 
4 
3 
2 
1 
TABl;E 8 
!1 ,. •' 
SUMMARY SCALE OF M!!'RI TAL RELATIONSHIPS 
'I I 
Total evidence is of' a high and 
mutually satisfying re la tiop'ship 
'• .,
Total evidence is of' a f'aiX:iy high 
mutually satisfying relatiohship 
., 
" 
Total evidence is of a f'air:~3' low 
and mutually unsatisfying rplationship: 
Total evidence is of a very. low and 
mutually unsatisfying relatJonship 
I 
' 
' 
Total 
L 
I 
0 II 
3 
II 
5 
l· 
0 No lnf'ormation 0 ,. 
.. •' 
Total 1: 13 I' ,. ,, 
Ten-of the thirteen cases then, indica~e a relatively 
~ M 
unsatisfying marriage relationsh:j.1p. Such marriage dissatis- 1' 
to have its effect upqn the children. ;•1 I ' 
·I ~ them would ;pe speculation at this poin.r. 
faction is underst6od 
Just how this affects 
p 
" 
without further study. It does s''eem poseib~!'• however, thatu 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a dissatisfying marriage th~;parents wo~ld tend to k J 
, many of' their !Ill tief'actio ns from ~~heir chil~~en making i :•:if' I 
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·' 
I' 
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literature, the mother has a 
!I 
mqre difficult time separa tin~ 
1
1 
from the ~o- I 
• 
from the child than the child d,pes in eepa_rating 
i• 
ther. It is very possible therj' that a dissatisfying maritey'l 
I relationship could be a contrib'uting factor in the child's II ~ ~ 
school phobia. 
h 
" 
Brief Summary of findings in th*s chapter 6n fathers 11 
:. II •• 1. In nine of the thirteen.. cases the f'amilies lived 
;; II 
2. 
3. 
4. 
with or in very close p,roximity t¢, the paternal 
grandparents. 
,, 
' 
:: II 
In these nine cases th~ mother describes the father'~ 
J. I 
relationship to his parents as a hostile dependent•' ~~ I one. ~! 
~ I' 
Social workers categorized these ~-ethers as either!i lj 
passively hostile and ¢,ependent oxi' dependent actin~ 
'· h I out person!! who have to dominate. 
' 
Ten of the thirteen mav:riages werl! rated as 
1: . 
low or very 1 ow and mutually unsatisf'ying. 
,, 
three were rated fairl~! high and ~one 
satisfying. 
'• 
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,, I CHAP·'IER V 
•• FATHER-CHIL~RELATION~HIP 
!, 
~I I 
I •I I 
I. ' 
'Ibis chapter is devoted ·toiithe father;-'-child relations~~PI 
r h in cases of school phobia. The~;author is interested in aslrr[ 
tai ning any apparent trends in :the fa ther-ghild re lationshi!i> 
of thie group. Also to be consj,dered 
!l 
are the possibili tiesll 
,. I j• 
of differences between the adolescent and iatency age chilj j II I 
lo 
dren and the type of relationsh:j:p they have withtheir 'I ,, fathej;. 
I I 
Th8 relationship will be ex
1
'.,amine d in t'erms of four areMs 
' . ·~ 
iThe scales ere weighted and,, I 
handled in an identical fal!hioo ~~o those ds,aling with the :, ~ 
all of which have been scaled. 
·I I 
marital relationship. The four '}lreas of .. in~vestigation are: ,1 I ~ ~ ~~ ~. I 
the frequency of father-child palrticipation in joint activi~. 
,. I 
ties, the fathers• expresses interest in the childls proble~~ 
'· 
fathers' accepted res pons ibi lity·1 in the 
., 
care and welfare of ! 
the child and the 
father and child. 
J. 
expressed affectional 
,, 
relationship between11 j 
•• ! 
' I! The scales with definitions.;follow. I~·lustrations are 11 
,I 
included whsnever a case fell into the category. 
Scale I Do the father and childi)W things 
4. Do many things togstipsr 
3. Do so me things to ge ~her 
2. Do few things togetl::ittr 
1. Do almost nothing together 
0. No informs tion l! 
'· Do many things together - Father ~ill often 
l! 
ticipate in activities with ~qe child. 
'f!ogether? 
.,. 
initiate or par-
' Do some things together - Father ~ill occasi\)nally initiate 
.. 
I I 
,,I 
·' 
" •, 
"I 
"' I; 
I• 
r I 
:• 
" 
" 
·I 
• 
•• 
. • 
.! 
., 
,, 
• • :1 
.. 
•• 
.. 
' 
' ' 
( 
.. 
' 
" 
. 
. .. 
I I . ; ' L____"_ 
~I 
'• 
I 
., 
and participate in acti vi ti&s:l with the child. 
•I 'I 
IlluBtration: Case A. Faiher will occasionally take I 
Ga-:as on a camping trip,, read to him or play a game. 
Much of father's leisure time however, is spent at 
the pub or with his friends. 
Do few things together - Father seldom initiates or ptr tiel-
pates in any activities with the child. I 
Illustration: Case B. Mr. B. will very infrequently 
1
1 
play a game or read to l>e.lrhQ. When he does it occurs 
only when mother is out of the house which iB very 
infrequent. 
Do almost nothing together - Father almost never initiates or 
participates in any joint activity with ths. child. 'I 
Illustration: Case C. The worker asked,Mrs. I. if fa-: 
ther ever plays with SpM~. Her reply was 1 If you 
ask me when he ever sees Ji~r, it will be a good ques-
tion. He never does anytqing with E,a~HXVI. I can only 
remember once when he too~ her for a ride .in the 
summer. 
Scale II deals with the fathers e~pressed interest in the 
• 
child 1 s problem as presented ·;primarily by the mother. 
4. Father Bhows intense inte,rest and understanding. 
3. Father shows steady but not intense interest and 
understanding. · ! 
2. Father sha.~ s intermittent: interest and l:l:ttle under- !1 
standing. 
l.. 
o . No information. ~ 
~ I 
Father shows almost no in.terest with .no understandin~~ 
Father shows int onse interest and ;pnderstanding in the child '1 
problem - Father makes a conc'erted effort to understand :j 
and help the child with his ~~oblem. ! 
Illustration: Case D. Mr •. s. in his initial contact 1 
asks many questirn s about the possible cause. He 
understands it is a problem and not stubborness and 
wonders bow he can help. 'Is willing and does parti- , 
cipato in child's treatme~t making a noticeable ef-
fort to help the child. 
:I 
I 
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" !I Father shows steady but not intenE!:O interest and understand-
:: 
-
f· 
l 
j 
' 
'I 
' !, 
• • 
i' 
., 
' .. 
ing 
" 
-Father discusses with Dlbther and child the problem 
.,  
and occasionally tries ·to hel!p the child attend school. 
•l 
I 
:.~ 
j 
" 
:. I Illustration: Case E. Mr. M. tries to impress upon ~~a the need for ari eduqhtion but points out that 
one doesn't have to excel.j. He occasionally will 
drive Uii:ae to school as a;~ attempt to help her at-
ten'd. 
.. , 
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' 
,. 
Father shows intermittent interesl:,- Father will occa.sionally 
talk about the chl.ld 1 s JFOblet)l but will usually do so 
'· 
in a commandirg wa,y with'litti~e attempt to understand. 
Illustration: Case F. Mrs>. W. states that she feels 
like she is carrying the qurden of ~s's problem. 
Father seldom knows or as~a what if any difficulty 
I had in getting &M~ to S:chool. I -know he is inter-
ested in the children's w-,,lfare but he rarely ques-
tions about it. 
Father shows almost no interest on· understanding of the child e 
problem. - Father eseentiall? denies the existence of 
a problem and almost never qt.\estions the presents tatus. 
Sca,le III deals with father's accepted responsibility regard-
ing the child's care and welfare. 4. Accepts much responsibility. 
3. Accepts some .responeibiltty. 
2. Accepts very little respo'nsibility. 
1. Accepts almost no responsi_li lit:y:. 
o. No information • 
These categcr ies are defined as: 
I Father accepts mucg responsibili t~.- Father has often parti-
cipated in the care of the chl1ld. 
·' 
Illustration: Case q. Mrft1• M. states that her hus-
band always spent a great •Ideal of time helping with I 
the children. ~e always qathed the children and 
would com• home at lunch time to be with them and 
help out. i: 
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' Father accepts !!Orne responsibilit~ -
i! 
help with the care of his ch{ld. 
Fat her will occasionally 
I 
I], 
Illustration: Case H. Mr\' K. works long hours but: 
will of ben help with the clhildren whenever he is 
II home. ., 
•• Father acc~pts very little responsibility 
I 
- Father essentiall 
j' 
It 
and only 
.. 
infrequently helpf'! considers this mothers~·rOle 
out in ptrticular areas. 
Illuetration: Cas-e I. Mrl; X. has a -prominent pro-
·fessional position in thel;rield of education. He 
seldom is concerned with 1;he care of his child but 
will make a concerted effgrt to teach him math., 
world affairs, etc. 
l 
I 
1 
Father 
I. 
" 
accepts almost no responsi~ility 
ll 
all and will 
- Fat h~r feels this 1
1 
have no part of it. !1 is not hie concern at 
' 
Illustration: Case J. Mrs. D, states that her hus-
band is a wonderful provider but a poor father and 
hueband. He considers fi~ancia~ support his only 
responeibi li ty. 
Scale IV is .concerned with the exp,reased overt affecticnal 
I\ 
lj 
I' 
rena t ion !!hip. I 
4· Evidence of a warm .close ;.relationship. 
3. Evidence of a moderat.elyi.warm and somewhat close re-J 
lationship. I . 
Evidence of a cool and scmewhat distant relationshipi 
Evidence of a cool distant relationship. 
2. 
1. 
0. No inforlll9tion. 
' Evidence of a warm close relatione'hip - Father often express•~ 
Jl much warmth. 
• 
" 
I 
Illustration: Case K. Mr~. G. states that father 
often holds 'J'~ on hie l![P· When• she is hurt, etc • 
he will go to her, ·put hi,s arms around her and try 
to comfort her, 
Evidence of a mdderately warm close 'relationship - Father 
!! 
l· 
I 
l 
j 
I 
I 
l 
j, 
jl 
' I 
. ,. 
,. 
. ' . 
,. 
•• 
•I 
• ,, 
II 
., 
occal!lionally ex.presses warmtH and affection to the child ,, 
'· Illustration: Case L. Mr&;. L. states that father 
seldom shows any affectiorl to the children but that 
he does comfort them at vaorioul!l times • 
•• 
Evidence o:r a cool and somewhat d:fistant rela tionl!lhip ·- Father 
' 
almost never shows any overt affection towards the child 
Illustration: Case M. Mrl!l. B. states that her hus-
band is a rather cold per~on who never shows affec-
tion. She often wonders how muop he really likes 
l:eiWI!>,)'le. 
Evidence of a cold and distant re~~tionship - Father absolute 
~i ly shows no affection ar warm~h towards the child in any 
way. ,· 
·' Each father was given a rating on every scale. lhe 
:!Coree were added in the same man~~r as the scales on marital 
.: status. Table 9 is a summary of t'he father-child relation-
!, 
" 
r 
•' 
., 
'• 
•• 
'· 
" 
,. 
I 
ship. 
Table 9, Age and Father-Child' Relationl!lhip: This table 
,. 
shows that eight of the thirteen c,hildren have a mod~rately 
!! 
distant relationship, two have a mbderately close and three 
a very close relationship. Of thel1 five cases falling in the 
" 
close and moderately close catego4es, four of them are girls 
:. 
Since the ratio of boys to girls i'h this study is 1:1.6 it 
is :Possible' that the rat.io of 1:4 ;~n this category is per-
haps l!lignificant. 
It is certainly interesting to note that eight of' the 
:thirteen children seem to have a moderately distant relation-
11hip with their father. This finding is in contrast to the 
~~ 
• 
,, 
' 
•, 
,, 
'· 
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,. 
general mother-chil~ relationship in school phobia cases. 
Since few studies have focused on .the father-child relation-
' 
ehip it would be interesting to fu'f.ther study this aspect as 
1' a characterization of the problem.1! 
,, 
TABIE 9 
I 
., 
AGE* AND FA THER-CHILf. RELATIONSHIP 
q Age 
' 
Summery Rating on Father- 8-10 12-14 
Child Relationship Scale 
4 Total evidence of a very ,. 
close relationship !I 0 3 
3 Total evidence of, a moderately 
close relationship 
' 
2 0 
'I 
2 Total evidence of a moderately i 
distant relationship •: 
·' 
4 4 
.,
1 Total evidence of a very dis ta n'r 
relationship 0 0 
6 7 
Ill 
~~ 
;I *Age 11 is not included since there were no children in that~~~ 
_a_g_e..---g_r_o_u_p_. __________ ,;:r-------------!1! 
Total 13 
I· 
.I 
' .. 
Table 9 also compares the ag•!iof the child with the type'l!~ 
of father-child relet ion ship. M l'! ~t r,hows that two of the 
younger children fall in 
category and four· in the 
the mo dera;:tely lo 1 ti h•· p 
i c se Irne t8he 0andsol~eps- li! 
moderately distant. h h li 
cent group however, three fall in -l;he very close, and f·our in '' 
·! 
··I 
'
•:, 
•• 
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the moderately distant. 
,. 
Although ~he age factcr does not 
yield a significantly different p1."ytur.e for those groups, it 
ie interesting to note that a few pf the adolescents fell in 
• 
the very close group while none of: the younger group do. 
,I 
I' 
'I 
• 
. . 
The author is interested in cpmidering further a qual- 1' 
'. p 
ity of the father-child re lationshtp .which was not directly I: 
investigated by the scales but should be noted. In a few in-1 
stances the father-child relationship s.eemed to ·have a sex- j!" 
ualized or seductive element in it} This occurred interest- ~~~~ 
ingly enough only in cases of adol~scents and might be of I 
importance in terms of their problem. To illustrate this 
factor the clearest cases are presented in summary. 
Case A: rh:.+.a is a 13t year old girl who expresses a 
number of fears ill a ddi tio n to her .. school phobia. She is 
afraid to walk in the street alone because someone may kid-
nap or kill her. She initially st~tes that she is afraid 
of killing her fa thor w hie h eventually spreads to a fear of 
killing mother, sister, niece and children fer whom she baby 
ei ts. Her other verbs liz ed fears· are of intercourse, preg-
nancy, birth and that her father will approach her. '• 
r 
,, 
l: 
I• 
" 
During her treatment she states that she is afraid to 
be home alone with her father because she had a dream in 
which 1 he was feeling her'. In another interviews he tells 
of an exp~ienco she had the previous week. She came run-
ning down the stairs and her father. picked her up when she 1 .. 
got to tho bottom, when he did, she had a funny sexy fee ling.J 
From mother's interviews, we learn that father bathed 
together with .Il:>..-ha until she was t"hree. After that time 
he continued to give her baths unt~'l the age of 6. Also 
as a child mother states that l:J:rlna would often ask her fa-
ther to rub her back and legs for q,er but mother put a stop 
to this action feeling 1 ••• it migh~. turn into something". 
-r::b-ha is certainly preoccupied' and concerned about sex, 
It is known that adolescence is a diff'icult period for tho 
child sexually as well as in otherlways. The author ques-
h 
I·· 
' '· 
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ill 
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tl 
tiona however, if this sexualized 
threatening to thes~ children and 
• 
I 
,, 
! 
element 
!· ~s such 
•• 
might not be too 
cipitating factors for the expression of this problem of 
' 
school phobia. To illustrate anotner case of an ado~escent 
,I 
" II 
ll 
: ~ w1th a sexualized relationship to ~er father, Case B is sum-
·\! marized: 
il Case B: Kappa is a 14 yea·r ol4 only child who became ;, I school phobic when her father left ·for ·a three month musical 
, engagement in the BahallU!.s. ~ppa st,ates that she was very 
II close to her father--she sits .. on h:Ls lap, kisees him and is 
'
1 
•all over him'. · 
•• I 
·r Wbe n mother was .asked to descr.ibe ~¢P81 s relationship 
]1 with her father, she stated 1 she sd;ems to be jealous of me, 
'I she wants the last kiss when be goes to ·work ••• when we are )! sitting watching T.V. she says tom~, let me sit on his lap, 
:i you will sleep with him all night. :. She insists she will 
, marry her father even though I poin.t out tha·t I 1m married to 
~~ him. She will always sit next to n'im and· jumps up to any of 
·.::1 his commands. She lights his ciga~ette.s etc. When asked 
•1 bow father feels about all this, slie replied, 'He likes it, 
,:• he lets it happen. 1 
•• '· ., 
!' The preceding two cases preseqted the clearest indica• 
' tion of a seductive or sexualized f,ather-daugther relation-
u 
.. 
,, 
.. 
ship. The cases of the' other three:· girls in the adolescent I· 
group did no.t essentially portray s:uch a relationship althoug li 
' I. 
there was a slight sqggestion of th.ts possibility. For in- !·• 
:stance, one mother stated "There is!' som,ething funny going on 
between those two" i!] referring to ;the husband-daughter :oe-
•• 
lationship in the con, text of sexual1• material. To interpret 
I. 
I' 
I, 
I• 
i e 
such information in terms of a seductive or sexualized rela-
·1\ :: 
I 
I. 
I 
tionship is, however, only conjecture. Nevertheless such 
speculations in addition to the infbrmation given in the 
, . 
.. 
other t;lo cases suggest that this would be an excellent area 
.. 
' 
•• 
I' 
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'I 
,. 
for future investigation. If sucl::t! a relationship did prove 
•I 
to be a trend, it ~ould certainly ~esb ~ith developmental 
I! 
I 
I. 
I 
l 
1 I theory and perhaps contribute to t~~e existirg kno~ledge on 
' 
' 
I' 
school phobia. 
-
" ., 
Another noteworthy fact c.once~ning fathers which could 
., 
possibly account for the high freq~ency of the cool distant 
• 
'• father-child relationship is that the majority of these fa-
thers are abeent from the home a large proportion of the time 
,. 
Two fathers were constantly on tri~s varying from weeks to 
months in duration. Seven fathers::worked long hours into the 
late oven ing of:ten including Saturday. For two fathers no 
information was available and in orily one case did the fath'er 
clearly ~ork an eight hour day. I Tne author questions whe-
I 
I• 
I 
I 
• 
" 
1: 
1: 
1: I! 
.. 
h 
l• 
:• 
•• I 
'· ther the father_'s absence may not have some relation to the 
•. child's strong att)!ichment to the one consistantly availabla j., 
:i 
11 adult, his mother. He, consequently, would be afraid to sep-J" 
I!. 
arate from her because of the fear .of possible loss of his 1: II 
primary security. 
Briafly Summarized are the findings in this chapter: 
1. Eight of the thirteen chi!dren have a moderately 
dis'tan~ relationship with ~heir father. Three have 
a vary close relatiorn hip .. and two have a moderately 
close one. 
.. 
' 
II 
II 
II 
" 
" 
II 
II 
II 
2. There is little indicatiodi that the type of father- I" I 
II 
(11 
3. 
,I 
child relationship varies ,with the age of the 
!I 
child. 1lf 
There were two cases of ad:Olescents who appeared 
' ,. 
" 
' 
" ;• 
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··I have seductive relationship with their father. :. a ' .:1 I 
4. Nino fathers were absent Irom the home for periods 
•• 
longer than tho eight ho~ work day • " •• I ..
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'· CHAPTER V~ 
" SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
•I 
I 
As was indicated in the introduction, this research was ,, 
I 
an exploratory study of children wfth school phobie.. The 
'• author's primary focus was to ga:tnj:soms knowledge about the 
,. 
. fathers of these children in terms 1.of the1!r ·rOle as a hus-
band and father. In addition, thei·write:e was also seeking 
information about the problem and i'ts ramifications. 
Cases examined for the study ~ere obtained rrom the 
I . 
I, 
i Child P:!lychi.atry Unit of the Massachusetts Mental Health Cen- 11 
1: !· ter and conform to the following c~,.iteria for case selection: ;I 
'· mother and child. were either in treatment or had completed it~ 
father had been seen at least in the diagnostic and the pre-
1 
senting problem was school phobia. 
School phobia has been defineditl slightly differant 
'• 
j:, 
~1! terms by various authors. Some con aider the problem a s being !: '· !' 
'I 
:i child to separate from his mother for any length of time. ~~ 
:: For purposes of this study however, school phobia was defined II 
l school phobia only when there is complete inability of the 
" 
'! as !!imply "reluct$nce to go to school". In accofdanca with 
the above criteria thirteen out of:~ possible 
; 
.. 
phobia cases were retained for stud.f• 
thirty-two 
" 
The group was investigated in ;bhe following areas; the li 
" characteristics of the group as a wpola; factors relating to ~~; 
the problem of scho61 phobia; facto':fs :regarding the father anrldj ~ ,, 
I' 
,. 
~;, 
,r 
I 
:1 
', 
. 
:: 
his role as a husband; and the father-child relationship. 
" ~i Material was acquired from case refords by use of a prepared 
!I 
schedule (see appendix) and, whene;ver possible further in-
n 
formation was obtained from the caseworker to give a more ,. 
complete picture of the case • 
•' Limitation~ of the study were-: tho size of the sample; 
the variabill ty in casework recol:lding; the subjective aspect 
.. 
of the author's judgments; the eva;Luatim of relationships 
" 
by a scaling technique (which inhefently can only measure cer 
tain aspects of a relations-hip) and the fact that moat of the 
., 
information was derived from the mother's treatment record 
I 
(it therefor~, represents primarily the mother's perception 
of her husband). 
The children in this study ranged in age from eight to 
fourteen and there were seven Catholics, four Jews. and two 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
' 
' I: 
' 
' 
I• 
ll 
li 
' I! 
" j• 
·. 
li 
Three children were only children, :j Protests nts in the group. 
·~ three were oldest, one a .middle and six the youngest in the 
I 
'j family. J• 
'I 
'lhe parents ranged in age from 29 to 51 for the mot hers 
and from 29 to 53 for the fathers. In all cases the parents 
11 
" Jl " 
" 
were living together and in one case it was a second marriage u 
" 
'lhroughout, the findings were >!'elated to the existing 
knowledge concerning this problem s~ found in the literature • 
,. 
.. 
I ~ 
An attempt was made to answer the question:'! initially raised. lj! 
1. Is there a trend in the fBj~her-child relationship of 1• 
school phobic children? , ..
I!· 
I 
'" Ill I• 
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The father-child relationshiR=was examined with regard 
to tho following areas: the father~child participation in 
joint activities; the father's exptessed interest in the 
. I 
child's problem; the father's acce~ted responsibility in the 
.,, 
care and welfare of the child and Jhe expressed affectional 
" 
·' relationship between father and chlld. Each father was gi-
" 
I 
I 
Jl; 
ven a rating of from four to zero ~ith respect to each area. •11: 
Four represented the highest degrep of interest, responsibil-
ity or affection. The rating for ~ach father was averaged 
and summarized as a total factor ••. With this method of seal-
ing, 1t was found that: eight of tne thirteen children had a 
moderately distant relationship with their father, three had 
I 
a very c).ose relationship and two a moderately close ono. 
Those findings . indicate that in tbis study there tends 
to be a relativ~tly distant relationsl:lip between the fathers 
• and their school phobic child. This is especially interes-
.. 
I 
• ting in light of the fact that studies on the mother-child 
relationship i.n school phobia cases yield findings of a very 
close relationship. This close relationship has boon a dis-
·; tinguishi.~ factor in this problem .since the child fears 
leaving his mother to go to school. It is this author's 
I' 
1: 
J. 
I~ 
I· 
I• 
.. 
,. 
\.1 
'I 
li 
" 
" II I :~. jl 
" 
" 
" imprlie!!ion that a distant relat ionf!,hip between father and 11 
child caul d give impetus to a close; relationship with mother 
which feeds into the child's " 
.. 
" 
cueing more directly on this 
neuros::ts. Further studies fo-
possi~~!ity would be very II inter-,., 
' 
esting in light of these findings.;; 
.. 
I I' 
II· 
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II' I ~ 
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2. Does the father-child rel9tionship differ for the 
'• 
adolescent and latent age groups? C 
Age twelve was arbitrarily de~ignated as the dividing 
., 
• point for the latent and adolescent groups. Those groups 
1, were then compared with regard to '14• father-child r• la tion-
•: 
ship rating. 
,. 
The differences between these groups appeared 
I 
to be very slight. Four in each gtoup were noted as having 
I' 
a moderately dil!lb! nt relationship ... Three adolescents had a 
~! 
while none 1 of ·the latent children 
' 
very close relationl!lhip 
1 fell in that category. 
., 
The remainipg two latent children 
'· ., 
were rated as having a moderately qarm relation5hip. 
A noteworthy point which these findings do indicate is 
f 
that more s dole scents have a very ·cnose relationship than do 
II; 
ill 
•I' 
•' p: 
II' II latency children. 'l'bis is particu!arly interesting since I 
., the adolescents are. in the midst o~, the depend,ent-independont :1 
>I I 1 ,: d struggle with parents and one might expect that a more over- 11; 
J all anta 0aonistic attitude would be exp~ossed than was actuall H • h 
" the case. A further point that may shed light on this find- I:; 
·; ing is that within the adolescent group there appeared to bo l1t. 
elements of a seductive or sexualized relationship between 
1
1;, 
father and child. This could account for the closs relation-! 
I Ill 
5hip and may also have 5ornebearing ~pn the problem. If there I!! 
is a sexualized elem~nt in their r~~ationship this could be 
.. 
a very fearful si tua tico for the !' ch~ld. The child would 
fear the inability to control her i~pulses which might rep-
• 
resent a reason for the displaced f,~ar of school. 
Ji 
·' 
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'· 
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3. Were there any particulan stresses on 
I the child 
or family at the onset of the prob:lem? 
"' 
of a 
In tVlelve of the thirteen cas'es there were indications 
I 
specific change in the child'~ life prior to the onset 
of school phobia. The stresses or" changes noted Vlere: jj 
illnesses of the child; illnesses pr death of a family mem-
!· 
ll ber; changes of school and/or home; beginning of menses; and 
,I i 
:1 
•• d 
:1 
·' .. 
l• 
:1 
;I 
·' ., 
•: 
•• ~ ,, 
a trip of parents or parent. These incidents Vlere usually 
I 
ones Vlhich the child, and/or his parents noted as precipi-
' 
tants to the child's fear of school. The autho,r also views 
' these changes as the possible impe~us for the expression of 
I· 
the child 1 s repressed impulses and,,the mobilisation of his 
' 
• ll 1 fears. ..
. , 
.. 
\I 
; 
.. 
I I 
• . ,
' This finding is one Vlhich has•been consistently found 
in previous studies, hence appearsi:to be a common character-
istic of the probl.em. I 
• 
4. Do these children have !: any concomitant problems? 
Ten of the thirteen children displayed symptoms Vlbich 
• 
were somatic in nature. These inc~uded a variety of com-
' plaints consisting of nervous stom~ch, frequent headaches, 
,. 
allergies, general body aches and ~ains, fainting spells, 
I 
nausea and dizziness. Three of tbq'se children ha.;i sought 
" 
medical advice because of their so~~tic difficulties but the 
cause could not be physically asce~tained. 
~ w 
The rna jeri ty of·the somatic symptoms have also been 
I• 
found in previous studies of school· phobia cbild~n and, as 
,. 
-. 
II 
• 
I ~
1: 
.. 
,. 
• I' 
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• 
in thi8 study, nausea and dizzinea~ have occurred most fre-
quently. Interestingly enough 
most pronounced when the child 
school • 
" 
the}o symptoma usually become 
., 
was•,1 getting ready to go to 
.. 
These children also show a va~l,lity of additional fears 
., 
,, 
the concentration of which centers.•a round fears of hostile 
or aggressive tendencies and they 
" or destroying themselves or tho e~e 
predominantly fear hurting 
II 
,. 
closely related to them. 
'· 
These neurotic and psycho somali ic symptoms help charac-
terize these children as dependent :.fearful youngsters who 
~re stifled by their fears and see!!: attention through trw ir 
p8ychosomatic complaints. 
'lhe only difficulty noted in tbe area of behavior wae~ 
the frequently occurring child who had temper tantrums. All 
of thee~o children knew that this wa1s their most affectiv .. 
moans for controllir::g their parents; consequently such out-
bursts were frequent. This au thor quos tion s whether this 
control might not also be a threatening thing for these do-
pendent fearful children. 
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Nou. of tho children displayed any asocial or delinquent h 
•' 
behavior. 
Do these fathers represent•'a particular personality 
.. 
type? 
•• 
' In order to gain a general picture of the father's per-
sonali:ty type both the mothar' s dir~ct and indirect descrip-
tion of him were consolidated as weil as the social worker's 
it 
1: 
t .. 
I " 
l I ,. 
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Jl 
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In the mothers' treatment it was note~ that many of 
these fathers harbored 
I 
• great resentment toward their parents 
1 because of the control they exerted. The fathers usually 
submitted to this control in a p~ssive manner even though 
they resented it. 
.. 
.. 
4 11 Generally, the case example!!. indica ted the t these fa-
thers w~re also dependent, yet resented it and whenever they 
attempted to assert their indepe'ildence they were met wt th re:-
,. 
sistance. This resistance only increased their hostilij;y bdlt 
they wer.e usually unable to court erect it. 
The social worker 1 s impress'tons essentiall·y categorized 
' the fathers into tNlo types; the 'passively' hostile and depen.,1 
• 
dent or dependent acting out ind,ividuals who have to domina~p 
I' 
They were also seen as anxious, insecure, fearful persons 
I. 
and the mothers' treatment material seemed to substantiate 
these impressions. 
These findings primarily copcur with other studies as 
cited Rreviously. 
" ., 
Are there common eleme~ts in the background of these 
.. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
fathers_ regardir1g their parental! rela tio!,lships, level of ed4- ' 
cation, and their s~cial posi ti~n? :, I 
In two of the areas conside,red a common trend did appear I 
Nine of the fathers indicated an inability to separate from . 
.. I 
their >;arents arid lived either w'ith or in close proximity tp II 
them. !1ost of these nine had made some attempt to move from, 
I 
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, . the parents but on each occasion!.were either curbed by the 
.. 
parents• demands or their own gu'-lt. This control m the I 
parents' part created much hostility in the fathers but they. j 
were unable to meet the demands in any way other than sub-
mission. 
The author has also noted a cultural trend which could 
be cited as a reason for this occurrence of .living with or 
in close proximity to the inlaws~ Culturally a tradition 
,, 
•• 
has been that children care for their parents once they are,. 
married and established. This author feels that this is par.-,. 
ticularly true of Jewish 
however, only three were 
familie~. 
I· 
.~ Jewish. 
Of these nine fathers, 
Another factor which tends to minimize the cultural 
possibility is the fact that all grandparents ~eemed to be 
as much or more fluid financially than their children. 
·, 
.. 
Seven o:f the :fathers also w,ere rated as middle cr third 
class on a scale of social position. The scale utilized wa~· 
August Hollingshead's "Two Facto,r Index of Social Position" 
which weighs occupation with educational achievements. The 
author does not feel that this lll!! an unusual finding. It ,. 
seems most probable that the maJority o:f parents taking ad-
vantage of a child guidance cltqic through their own choice 
are pa~ents who, because of their education, recognize the 
child 1 & difficulty more readily as an emotional one. It is 
also the author's impression that middle class communities 
have seemed to tske a more a cti~'e role in their school sys-.~ 
11 
'I 
I 
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terns and have many information pr,?grams on tho problems of 
children than othe~ classes. Boih of these factors have in-
creased the parents' awareness o~ possible problems and per-'1 
haps have m~de them more able to pccept help. 
Otner cases were scattered from the first through tho 
fifth class of social position. I 
'I 
As could be expected from t~e findings on social position 
eleven mothers and nine fathers qompleted a high school or 
higher educatl.on. Three fathers and one mother had a grammalll 
school educatioq. The author fee~s that the level of educa-
tion is generally related to the t~pe of person making use o~ 
I child guid an co clinics. It is a l!'Bo probable that parents 
with hieiher educational achieveme,pts stress education for th~' ~ 
'I r 
chl.ldren and have preeeured for s•chool progress, making it I 
more fearful for the child. Thi~ could also be a reason why 
the fear is displaced onto the sdhool rather than some other 
! 
•xternal object. 
7. What is the quality of tpe marital relationship and 
are there any factors regarding husband-wife relationships 
which are common to the group as ~ whole? 
" 
.. 
In evaluating the marital relationship, the author util.:. 
ized four scales consisting of various components which were 
,. 
considered helpful in characteri:<l·ing the marital relationship 
of thea~ parents • 
• Each of the f6ur scales wereweighted in a similar manner 
so that ?n overall rating could be obtained. Tho four area e·· 
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• investigated were: the frequency:" with which they participa to'd 
in joint activities, the husbancf1 s displayed or verbalized 
interest in his wife as she sees: it, the quality of hus·band,: 
wife communication and their sex.ual compatibility. By this·. 
process of rating, three cases were seen as having fairly 
., 
high and mut~ally satisfying ma~ital relationships, five had 
'· 
a fairly low and unsatisfying r~lationship and five h3 d a 
ve'!;'y low and unsatisfying re la ti'onship. 
Ton of the thirteen cases, -~hen, indicated a rolatively 
. • I 
unsatisfying relationship. Mari:tal discord is understood tq, 
·I have its effect upon the children but any suggestion as to 
I 
how this affects these children ·~ t this point would be spec 11 I 
ula tion·. II 
Tbe author does feel, bowevpr, that wi tb a disBS tisfy-
ing marriage the parents would tend to seek many of thier 
satisfactions from their children making it difficult to let 
the child separate. Also, it has ·been noted in the litera-l' 
ture that mothers ·have as difficult a time in separating from 
their child as the child does inseparatingfrom the mother· •. 
It is this author's impression then, that a dissatisfying 
mari ta 1 relationship could be a contributing factor in the 
child's school phobia. 
In· conclusion, then, fa thor's of s chool phobic children 
., 
tend to be of the same personali'ty type. Tbey are seen as 
generally anxious, insecure fearful persons who are quite de-
pendent. 
79 
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Their relationahip with the:ir children is primarily a 
•• 
•• distant one and afl such, perhaps is very reflective of theiiJ; 
personality type. An insecure dependent person may well be:: 
threateped by a child who is himself naturally dependent. 
This alone with the author's various other ass~t~rtions needs ., I 
further verification by stu«y. 
.. 1. 
In the mari ta 1 relationship: there also tends to be dif'-,. 
ficulty as the trend indicates r?latively unsatisfactory re1 . 
• la tionships. There also appearsJ' to be some simi1a ri ty in tqit 
background of these fathers in terms of education, social 
position and relationship with paternal grandparents. 
School phobia is not limi tetl to any childhood age group. 
but it qoes seem to have many common characteristics. Almos't 
all of these children have shown SODJ!l separation difficulty · 
upon introduction to school; concomrtant fears, neurotic andi• 
somatic disturbances; and had some change in their life prior 
.. 
to the onset of their difficulty, 
.. 
•• 
• 
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:i I SCHEDULE FOR CA§E ANALYSIS I 
I. 
.I 
I 
' 
II 
!' 
!i ,. 
.. 
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'· !I 
I. 
.I 
il 
!. 
!I 
1\ 
I. 
II. 
III. 
t:l Desqriptive data 
A. 
B. 
'!he 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
6. 
'lbe child Date of diagnostic 
1. 
2. 
.3· 
age 
sex 
•• 
educational level at present 
3.1 educational level'ilt oneet 
3. 2 grade repea te '' 
4. ordina 1 position in tli'e family 4.1 eiblings age sex 
The parents 
:rather 1. age mother 
of phobia 
2. marital. !! ta tus marri.:d separated divorced 
widowed 
3. religion 
4· education mother father 5. father's occupation 
:• 
child and the problem 
·' I!! there any indication of previous separation 
difficulty? 
Does the child present any other problems? 
a. phy!!ical 
b. behavioral 
Does the child have other fears f If so, what? 
Did the on!!et of the school dffficulty ·occur fol-
lowing a specific change in the child's life? 
a. illness of tbe child •· 
-b. illness or death of a'nrember of the family 
c. change of school or home 
d. other changes 
What is the child's attitude toward his school 
difficulty? :· 
~~ 
:1. 
I 
, I 
; I 
5.1 Does be exprea!! the qesire to 
Did his peer relationebips change 
of school phobia? 
go back to school?! 
with the onset j 
The Father 
I 
jl 
'I 
A. His 
1. 
background 
RelationBbip with pa;ternal grandparents? 
1.1 Does be live nesi:o his parents? 
1.2 How does hie wif!e describe his parent.s? 
II 
II 
I 
' I I i
I 
li 
.. 
•• 
'I 
.. 
I' 
•• 
li 
Schedule (~ontinued) .. 
•' .. 
III. Father (cont'inued) 
B. Marital relationl!hip ( / 
1. How does mother express her relationship with I,' 11 
father? I 
1.1 Do they~do things together? Often sometimesl 
" nevor 
1.2 How does shs dos'cribe her husband - his in-'• 
terest in her? . ,, 
1.3 What is the quality of their communication .• 
with- each other? 
1.4 Information re:,;their sexual compatibility 11 
1..5 Who handles lhe '·finances? 
IV. Ttie Father-child relationship 
1. 
2 •. 
3. 
4. 
.5. 
6. 
.. 
' llfha t is the father 1 s ge~eral relationship to the 
child? 
Do the father and child spend time together? 
2.1 Do they plan and execute activities together? 
What does the father see as his responsibilities 
toward the child? " 
.. 
•• 
., 
3.1 does he help care f~r the children? • 
a • he a 1 th 11 
1 b. welfare I 
Who sets limits with th~ child and how effectively~ 
Is his relationship to ·his other children differenf?, 
If so, bow? II 
Does father 1 s occupa·tion requirs his absence from 
the home for more tba n .the usus 1 eight hour dey? 
6.1 If so how frequently and bow long are the ab-
sences? 
•• 
II 
.I' 
II 
.. 
ll 
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